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Initiating Coverage: European Coking Coal Champion 

Prairie Mining is developing two wholly-owned, world-class coking coal assets in 

Poland. Jan Karski and Debiensko are strategically located with excellent access 

to infrastructure to supply the import-dependent European steel sector. Prairie 

is positioned to become the lowest cost supplier of coal into its target markets. 

Long-life, Low-cost. Debiensko is a fully-permitted hard coking coal project and Jan Karski 

is a semi-soft coking coal project. Both long-life assets have large resource bases of quality 

coal. The proximity to infrastructure and planned implementation of modern mining practices 

should result in both mines sitting at the bottom of the cost curve and producing sector-

leading margins. We estimate a c.60% EBITDA margin for both mines. Timeline: Jan Karski 

- construction 2018, production 2023. Debiensko - construction 2019, production 2023. 

Leveraging off infrastructure. Prairie’s assets are blessed with access to low-cost power, 

quality roads and links to underutilised regional rail infrastructure. This drives industry-

leading capital intensity and the ability to fast-track the projects into production. 

In the steel-making heartlands of Europe. The assets’ proximity to central European 

coking plants gives Prairie a significant competitive advantage and the potential to realise a 

netback price premium over prevailing benchmark prices. The differential is compelling; 

importing Queensland coking coal to Poland takes 60 days at a cost of c.$38/t whereas 

Prairie could deliver premium hard coking coal in 24h hours at c.$5/t. 

Supplying a market in deficit. Europe consumes over 80Mtpa coking coal of which 80% 

is imported, largely from Australia. Domestic supply is falling on the back of industry 

restructuring and mine closures, and Europe looks set to remain critically reliant on imports.  

Strategic partners provide funding momentum.  Prairie been successful in attracting 

quality strategic partners to assist in financing and development. CD Capital, an experienced 

mining private equity investor has agreed to provide up to A$83m in funding and has 

committed to become a cornerstone investor. A co-operation agreement will see China Coal 

complete a BFS on Jan Karski by H2-2017 which will provide the basis for an EPC contract 

and a construction-funding package for the Jan Karski Mine. 

Top rate team.  Prairie has a highly experienced corporate team, with an impressive track 

record of delivering attractive deals and financing mining projects. The team on the ground 

in Poland has extensive knowledge of the coal sector, with deep insight into Polish 

underground coal mining, as well as logistics and marketing. The Polish, English and Chinese 

team is well placed to navigate the Polish operating environment, and leverage the China 

Coal agreement to secure Chinese-based funding for Jan Karski. 

Valuation. Our target price is £1.10/sh on an unfunded basis, based on our NPV8% and 

applying a P/NAV multiple of 0.1x to Debiensko and 0.3x to Jan Karski, a return of 3.2x from 

the current share price. We see further multiples to this turn on the back of permitting 

milestones and funding arrangements as the projects move closer to production. 

We initiate coverage with near term target price of £1.10/sh. We see 

considerable scope for price appreciation as Prairie continues to de-risk project 

development and assemble funding against a favourable coking coal backdrop.  

Analyst: Phil Swinfen 
 

Summary  

Last price (£) 0.34 

Target price (£) 1.10 

Projected return (%) 223% 

  

Debiensko Project  

Commodity Coking Coal 

Status Scoping 

Avg. ROM Production (Mtpa) 4 

Tamesis NPV8% $551m 

  

Jan Karski Project    

Commodity Coking/thermal  

Status PFS 

Avg. ROM Production (Mtpa) 8 

Tamesis NPV8% $902m 

  

Share Data  

Shares o/s (mm, b/ f.d) 152m 

52 week high/low (£) 0.45/0.07 

3-mth avg. daily vol (‘000) 72 

Market cap (basic) (£m) £51.7m 

Market cap (basic) (A$m) A$79m 

Net cash (debt) (A$m) A$13m 

Enterprise value (A$m) A$66m 
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Prairie Mining – High-margin European Coal  

Overview of Prairie – Two wholly-owned, world-class, high-margin coal projects 

Prairie is focused on coal development projects in Poland, located in the industrial steel-producing heartland of central Europe.  Jan 

Karski is a large scale semi-soft coking mine in the Lublin Basin, situated adjacent to Bogdanka, the lowest-cost hard coal producer 

in Europe. Jan Karski is shaping up to be a lower cost producer than Bogdanka. Debiensko was recently acquired out of the wreckage 

of New World Resources’ insolvency on advantageous terms and is a fully permitted, hard coking coal mine strategically located close 

to rail links and coking plants. 

Figure 1  - Rail Siding at Debiensko Mine Site (LHS) and Location map of Jan Karski and Debiensko (RHS) 

       

 Source: Prairie 

 

Summary of main project parameters 

Figure 2  - Debiensko and Jan Karski main project parameters 

  

 Source: Prairie, Tamesis 

 

Jan Karski Debiensko

Ownership 100% 100%

Country Poland Poland

Coal Basin Lublin Coal Basin Upper Silesian Coal Basin

Stage PFS Scoping Study

Resource 728Mt 301Mt

Reserve 139Mt -

Mine type Underground longwall Underground longwall

LOM 24 26

Average ROM Coal Production Steady State 8Mtpa 4Mtpa

Average Effective Product Yield LOM 78.80% 67.80%

Average Saleable Coal Production Steady State 6.34Mtpa 2.6Mtpa

Total Saleable Coal Produced LOM 139.1Mt 68Mt

Primary Coal Type SSC, API thermal HCC

Average Operating Costs Steady State US$24.96/t US$47/t

LT avg basket selling price $79.60/t -

LT HCC benchmark price $142/t ($157 including netback)

Total Capex inc contingency $631m $504m

Post-tax NPV(8%) $1.39bn $1.16bn

Start of Construction 2018 2019

Start of Production Ramp-Up 2023 2023
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Debiensko is fully permitted, Jan Karski is well-advanced 

• Jan Karski. Since pegging the licences adjacent to the Bogdanka mine in 2012, Prairie has advanced the project rapidly 

through a positive PFS and is working towards making a formal mining concession application during H2 2017. The Deposit 

Development Plan has been completed. The outstanding items are the land rezoning and ESIA. 

• Debiensko. In 2008, the Polish MoE granted a 50-year mining licence and all environmental permits are in place, meaning 

that Prairie can fast-track the project. The only remaining milestone is that Prairie submitted an amendment application in 

December 2016 to push back the commencement of mining from 2018 to 2025. This is expected to be granted shortly. 

Premium Coals to Central Europe 

• Jan Karski will produce five different coal products, the main two being a premium semi-soft coking coal (SSC) for the 

industrial European market, and a high calorific value premium thermal coal for the power generation sector. 

• Debiensko will produce a premium hard coking coal (HCC), with the target market being European steelmakers.  

• The European market is dependent on imports. Europe consumes over 80Mtpa of coking coal, of which 80% is 

imported. The European Commission has highlighted coking coal as the third most critical raw material for European 

industry. We see considerable supply risk, given that reserves at NWR’s Czech mines will likely be depleted by 2023, or 

certain mines closed even earlier due to the ongoing insolvency, the outcome of which remains unclear at this point. 

Unrivalled access to Infrastructure drives low capital intensity and freight advantage 

Both operations are essentially located on brownfield sites with well-established mine-site infrastructure which connects the projects 

to the regional transport network. Rail, road and power links are already in place and the underutilised rail network has spare bulk 

cargo capacity. This gives Prairie a huge capital intensity advantage, and a competitive advantage verses coals shipped and delivered 

into the European ARA hub, largely from Australia.  

Shaping up to be the lowest-cost coal mines in Europe 

Debiensko has the potential to be the lowest cost premium hard coking coal producer in Europe with a delivered cost of c.$51/t 

compared to Australian and US coals with typical costs of over $100/t. Jan Karski is adjacent to Bogdanka which is currently the 

lowest cost coal mine in Europe. We believe Jan Karski can improve on Bogdanka’s costs, and the PFS sees a delivered cost of $44/t 

for semi-soft coal into the ARA port hub, versus other worldwide and European producers with delivered costs of between $60-100/t. 

Next Steps: 

• Jan Karski. The PFS has been undergoing extensive review and China Coal will complete a Bankable Feasibility Study in 

H2 2017, which will provide the basis for an EPC contract and a construction-funding package for the Jan Karski Mine. 

• Debiensko. Once Prairie has received an amendment to the mining concession, it will commence in-fill drilling (up to 6 

holes), comprehensive coking coal analysis and detailed marketing studies. This will support the next iteration of 

technical/economics studies, likely to be a DFS to bankable standards in order to satisfy potential development financiers. 

Prairie anticipates commencing construction at Jan Karski in 2018 and Debiensko in 2019, subject to funding. Both projects are 

scheduled for initial production in 2023, with steady-state production from 2024-2025.  

Figure 3  - Debiensko and Jan Karski: timeline to 1st production 

  

 Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

  

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Jan Karski Construction 1st Production Steady state

Debiensko Construction 1st Production Steady state
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Key catalysts and newsflow 

 

Figure 4  - Key news catalysts and events for Debiensko 

Debiensko 

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

 

Figure 5  - Key news catalysts and events for Jan Karski 

Jan Karski 

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 
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Corporate Structure 

Prairie Mining Ltd (“Prairie” or “PDZ”) is quoted on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX), the main market of the London Stock 

Exchange and the main market of the Warsaw Stock Exchange, all under the ticker PDZ. The admission of its shares on to the main 

LSE and WSE markets was completed in November 2015, and has been successfully in increasing liquidity in the company’s shares, 

particularly since the acquisition of Debiensko. Prairie Mining Ltd is incorporated in Australia.   

The corporate structure is relatively simple, with Prairie Mining Ltd holding 100% interest in the Jan Karski and Debiensko coal assets 

in Poland, through wholly-owned subsidiaries; PDCo Sp. z.o.o for Jan Karski, and Karbonia (wholly acquired from NWR) for Debiensko.  

 

Figure 6  - Simplified Corporate/Project Structure 

 

Source: PDZ, Tamesis 

 

From the Apollo Group Stable 

Prairie Mining (previously Prairie Downs) emerged from the Apollo Group, a natural resources investment and management group 

chaired by Ian Middlemas. The Apollo Group has raised more than A$600m in equity from capital markets and has an excellent track 

record of successfully identifying, acquiring and developing projects across the commodity spectrum.  

Other successful Apollo Group companies past and present include Mantra Resources (sold to Uranium One for A$1bn), Papillion 

Resources (sold to B2Gold for $570m) and Berkeley Energia (AIM/ASX: BKY, Mkt Cap £148m, uranium assets, Spain).    
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Capital Structure 

Prairie has a tight capital structure with 152m ordinary shares on issue. As of the March 2017, the company had 9.5m unlisted 

options, 21.4m CD Capital unlisted options and 8.2m performance rights outstanding.   

The unlisted options entitle the holder to subscribe for one ordinary share upon exercise which will rank equally with the existing 

ordinary shares in the company. The outstanding balance of 9.5m unlisted options as at 30 June 2016 is represented by: 

• 1.6m Options exercisable at $0.35 each on or before 30 June 2017 

• 4.5m Options exercisable at $0.45 each on or before 30 June 2017 

• 0.76m Options exercisable at $0.60 each on or before 30 June 2017 

• 1.4m Options exercisable at $0.45 each on or before 30 June 2018 

• 0.2m at $0.50, 0.4m at $0.60 and 0.7m at $0.80 exercisable on or before 30 March 2020 

CD Capital holds the following unlisted options in Prairie: 

• 21.4m exercisable at $0.60 for three years from loan note conversion 

CD Capital Investment  

Pursuant to an investment agreement signed in July 2015, mining specialist private equity group CD Capital provided funding of A$15 

million as part of a funding package of up to A$83 million. The first A$15 million was invested in the form of non-redeemable 

convertible loan notes at the holding company level. These can be converted into 44.8m ordinary shares at the option of CD Capital 

or Prairie. CD Capital also holds 21.4m $0.60 options which may result in the issue of an additional 21.4m ordinary shares for 

proceeds of A$12.8 million. CD Capital has a further priority right to invest a further A$55 million. On conversion of its existing 

convertible loan notes, CD Capital would have an interest of approximately 23% in Prairie’s ordinary shares before exercise of its 

options. 

CD Capital does not show up on the register because the initial investment of A$15m was via convertible notes into PDZ Holdings, 

Prairie’s wholly-owned subsidiary. CD Capital can convert its notes into shares in PDZ. CD Capital’s A$0.60 options are exercisable 

on or before 3 years from the date of loan note conversion.  

Recent financings 

Prairie’s recent financings are detailed below. We note that the company has had a controlled approach to equity financings and 

dilution. A further $68m can be released from the second and third tranches of the CD Capital transaction. 

Figure 7  - Summary of recent financings 

 

Source: Prairie, Tamesis 

 

  

Date Financing size Price Shares (m)

Apr-13 A$6m A$0.50 12.0

Dec-13 A$3.6m A$0.27 13.5

CD Capital  investment

Jul-15 1.) A$15m convertible loan note into PDZ subsidiary A$0.335 44.7m on conversion

2.) plus A$13m options A$0.60 exercise 21.4m on exercise

3.) plus right to invest further $55m
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Strategic Partners unlock and accelerate development 

Prairie has attracted highly experienced strategic partners to assist in the financing and development of its coal assets. 

CD Capital - an experienced mining private equity investor   

CD Capital, a UK FCA-registered global natural resources and mining fund, was established in 2006. The A$83m funding by CD Capital 

is a significant vote of confidence in the both the Prairie team and its projects. CD Capital, being a mining sector specialist fund, is 

widely accepted to have a rigorous due diligence process, prior to making investments.  

CD Capital committed to be a “key strategic funding partner in the upgrading, expansion and development of Prairie’s Lublin Coal 

Project”. Assuming conversion of the loan notes and exercise of the its options, CD capital could end up holding approximately 23% 

and then 32% of Prairie, respectively. The group also has the right to appoint two directors to the Board. See section on funding for 

details on the CD Capital deal.  

Typically, CD Capital gets involved at an early stage of project development, usually before other major institutional players and 

takes a hands-on approach. In December 2016, CD Capital closed “CD Capital Natural Resources Fund III”, its third private equity 

natural resources fund which closed at $355m. Fund II closed in May 2013 at $255m. CD Capital typically invests at the operating-

level which avoids upfront equity dilution at the corporate level. Another recent investment by CD Capital include $45m in October 

2016, into Metminco’s (AIM/ASX: MNC) Los Calatos copper in Peru, which will result in CD Capital acquiring 51% of the asset. 

 

China Coal No.5 Construction Company – the Chinese coal powerhouse 

In November 2016, Prairie signed an agreement with China Coal No.5 Construction Company Ltd (“CC5C”), to advance the financing 

and construction of Jan Karski. China Coal is scheduled to complete a BFS in H2-2017, which will provide the basis for an EPC contract 

and a construction-funding package for the mine. 

We view the partnership with CC5C as a major tick in the box for Jan Karski. CC5C’s due diligence process is rigorous, with Prairie 

reporting that the firm intensively reviewed the Jan Karski PFS for six months before entering into the agreement. CC5C’s positive 

decision after this long process, is testament to the project’s quality as it is clear that Jan Karski stands up to intense scrutiny by 

long-standing coal-sector specialists. We see the CC5C agreement as having numerous flow-through benefits, such as establishing 

marketing, trade and investment links with China. 

About CC5C… 

CC5C is a leviathan in the Chinese coal and construction sector.  According the PDZ release, CC5C has been serving the mining 

industry for 40 years and accounts for 40% of the Chinese market share for coal mine construction, having completed 340 projects 

in China and overseas including sinking more than 300 major shafts. Furthermore, CC5C’s parent company, China Coal, a state-

owned producer is the “second largest coal producer in China with total assets of ~US$50bn and 110,000 employees across 53 

subsidiaries. In 2015, China Coal produced 166Mt of coal across 46 open pit and underground coal mines”. China Coal itself has 

undertaken projects for clients such as Vedanta and the JSW Group.  

Shaft-sinking specialists 

CC5C has extensive and virtually unparalleled experience in underground coal mining and development, shaft sinking, freezing (during 

shaft sinking) and other disciplines which will be central to the successful development of Jan Karski. In particular, the shaft sinking 

expertise will likely help fast-track the development of Jan Karski, given that the project will require two 8m shafts sunk to a depth 

of c.1,100m.  CC5C has sunk shafts to a depth of 1,341m, and shafts to a maximum diameter of 10.5m. Also, of particular relevance 

to Jan Karski, CC5C has sunk 38 shafts using ground freezing methods to a maximum freezing depth of 910m.  
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Board and Management - Prairie’s board has an impressive track record  

 

Management Team 

Mr Benjamin Stoikovich - Chief Executive Officer 

Bio next page…. 

Mr. Artur Kluczny, Group Executive  

Mr. Kluczny is the former Head of the Secretariat of the Polish Prime Minister’s Office. He served as the Deputy Chairman of the 

Board of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority (“KNF”) responsible for capital markets supervision (Warsaw Stock Exchange). 

Mr. Mirosław Taras, Group Executive 

Mr. Taras has worked in the Lublin coal basin for more than 30 years, commencing as an underground coal mine operator and rising 

to the rank of Chairman of the Management Board of Bogdanka where he successfully oversaw the privatisation of the company by 

way of an Initial Public Offering on the WSE, including a US$160m fundraise to develop two new shafts and double production 

capacity at Bogdanka.  

Mr. Sapan Ghai, Corporate Development 

Mr. Ghai has extensive capital markets and corporate finance expertise most recently as a senior investment banker in BMO Capital 

Markets’ Global Metals and Mining group where he advised on several capital raisings and M&A transactions. He is a qualified 

Chartered Accountant. 

Mr Nick Edmunds - Lublin Coal Project Manager  

Mr Edmunds is a Chartered Mining Engineer with 35 years’ experience in coal, non-metals mining industries and radioactive waste 

management. He received his early training in mine production management with British Coal, and subsequently held senior line 

management positions at UK collieries. Mr Edmunds is a qualified underground coal mine manager with expertise in longwall coal 

mining and shaft design and was also involved with introducing modern roof-bolting technology to the British coalfields in the late 

1980’s. He has been involved in the preparation of due diligence and competent person reports for stock exchange listings. Mr 

Edmunds is considered a Competent Person for coal mine feasibility studies under JORC, NI 43-101 and SAMREC. 

Mr Jonathan O’Dell - Geoscience Manager  

Mr O’Dell  is a Competent Person for coal resource estimation under the JORC Code. He has over 40 years’ experience in the drilling 

and coal mining industries gaining his early experience with British Drilling and Freezing where he worked on tunnelling, shaft 

rehabilitation and the drilling of deep cored boreholes and hydrogeological holes. Mr O’Dell then became a mine geologist for the 

Western Area of the National Coal Board/British Coal, gaining a full range of experience in the geology of deep coal mining. Mr O’Dell 

has extensive experience with resource assessments that combine new exploration data with historical Soviet style/GKZ reporting 

data, such as is the case with the LCP. 

Mr Witold Woloszyn - Environmental Manager 

Mr Woloszyn has over 20 years’ experience in preparing Environmental Impact Assessments ("EIA") in Poland for local, regional and 

national authorities. He was previously Chair of the Lublin Regional EIA Commission and member of the Polish National Commission 

for EIA’s. 
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Board of Directors 

Mr Ian Middlemas - Chairman 

Mr Middlemas is a Chartered Accountant and holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree.  He worked for a large international Chartered 

Accounting firm before joining the Normandy Mining Group where he was a senior group executive for approximately 10 years.  He 

has had extensive corporate and management experience, and is currently a director with several publicly listed companies in the 

resources sector. Mr Middlemas also chairs the Apollo Group, a specialist natural resources investment and management house. 

Other current directorships include Berkeley Energia, Cradle Resources Limited, Paringa Resources Limited, Salt Lake Potash Limited, 

Equatorial Resources Limited, WCP Resources Limited (September 2009 – present) and Sovereign Metals Limited. He was previously 

a director of Papillon Resources Limited.  

Mr Benjamin Stoikovich - Chief Executive Officer 

Mr Stoikovich is a mining engineer and professional corporate finance executive. He has extensive experience in the resources sector 

gained from a unique career firstly as an underground Longwall Coal Mining Engineer with BHP Billiton where he was responsible for 

underground longwall mine operations and permitting, and more recently as a senior executive within the investment banking sector 

in London where he gained experience in mergers and acquisitions, debt and off take financing. He has Bachelor of Mining Engineering 

from the University of NSW; a Master of Environmental Engineering from the University of Wollongong; and a MSc in Mineral 

Economics from Curtin University. Mr Stoikovich also holds a 1st Class Coal Mine Managers Ticket from the Coal Mine Qualifications 

Board (NSW, Australia) and is a registered Chartered Engineer (CEng) and Chartered Environmentalist (CEnv) in the UK. 

Ms Carmel Daniele - Non-Executive Director 

Ms Carmel Daniele is Founder and Chief Investment Officer of CD Capital in London. Ms Daniele has over 20 years of natural resources 

investment experience, ten of which was spent with Newmont Mining/Normandy Mining. At Newmont, she structured cross-border 

M&As including the three-way merger between Franco-Nevada, Newmont and Normandy. Ms Daniele started off her career at Deloitte 

Touche Tohmatsu where she spent 8 years in various corporate finance roles. Prior to setting up CD Capital in London in 2006, Ms 

Daniele spent a year and half as investment advisor to RAB Capital's Special Situations Fund. Ms Daniele holds a Master of Laws 

(Corporate & Commercial) and Bachelor of Economics from the University of Adelaide. 

Mr Thomas (Tom) Todd - Non-Executive Director  

Mr Todd was the Chief Financial Officer of Aston Resources from 2009 to November 2011. Prior to Aston Resources, Mr Todd was 

CFO of Custom Mining, where his experience included project acquisition and funding of project development for the Middlemount 

project to the sale of the company to Macarthur Coal. A graduate of Imperial College, Mr Todd holds a Bachelor of Physics with first 

class Honours. He is a member of The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. 

Mr Mark Pearce - Non-Executive Director 

Mr Pearce is a Chartered Accountant and is currently a Director of several listed companies that operate in the resources sector.  He 

has had considerable experience in the formation and development of listed resource companies and has worked for several large 

international Chartered Accounting firms.  Mr Pearce is also a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and a Fellow of the 

Financial Services Institute of Australasia.   

Mr Todd Hannigan - Alternate Director for Thomas Todd 

Mr Hannigan was the Chief Executive Officer of Aston Resources from 2010 to 2011. During this time, the company significantly 

progressed the Maules Creek project, including upgrades to the project's resources and reserves, completion of all technical and 

design work for the Definitive Feasibility Study, negotiation of two major project stake sales and joint venture agreements, 

securement of port and rail access and progression of planning approvals to final stages. Mr Hannigan has worked internationally in 

the mining and resources sector for over 18 years with Aston Resources, Xstrata Coal, Hanson PLC, BHP Billiton and MIM.  

Mr Dylan Browne - Company Secretary 

Mr Browne is a Chartered Accountant and Chartered Secretary who commenced his career at a large international accounting firm 

and has since worked in the corporate office of several listed companies that operate in the resources sector.  
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Rapid progress and transition into a major coal developer 

Since securing the Lublin coal project in 2012, Prairie has made rapid progress to becoming the a leading European coal developer, 

progressing Lublin (now Jan Karski) through to PFS, and the recently acquired Debiensko through to scoping. We highlight that PDZ 

has a track record of consistently progressing and de-risking its projects. 

Figure 8  - PDZ potted history 

 

PDZ.AX share price vs. major Jan Karski and Debiensko milestones 

 

Source: PDZ, Company reports, Tamesis, ASX 
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Mar-2017 Debiensko Scoping Study indicates potential to deliver the lowest cost hard coking coal into Europe

CD Capital A$83m investment announced. 3 tranches 1.) A$15m convertible loan note, 2.) unlisted options for A$13m, 3.) priority right to invest a further A$55m

Moe rejects Bogdanka's application and subsequent appeal and confirms PDZ's exclusive right to the Lublin  K-6-7 concession

Proposed mine at Lublin is renamed Jan Karski, after a Polish war hero, diplomat and academic

Contiguous concessions secured at Lublin increasing project area to over 235km2

Prairie secures exclusive right to be granted a Mining Concession at Lublin, Poland's Minister of Environment approves Geological Documentation

Intention to list on main markets of the LSE and WSE

External Events

CD Capital transaction approved and settled, initial A$15m received

Lublin PFS confirms LCP as one of the lowest cost global coal suppliers to Europe, and at $25/t, the lowest cost supplier into PDZ's key regional European markets

Warsaw Administrative Court upholds MoE's previous decisions to deny Bogdanka's applications for a mining concession. The ruling conforms PDZ's tenure

Major permitting progress to secure mining concession at Lublin, Deposit Development Plan completed.  Application for EISA consent

Significant Polsih government support shown to Prairie over its announcement of final shaft location for Jan Karski mine

New World Resource's operating subsidiary OKD files insolvency petition. NWR suspended. Indebtedness amounts to €600 ($680m)

PDZ acquires NWR's wholly-owned Karbonia subsidiary, holder of the Debiensko project

HCC prices jump to $300/t from $75/t a year earlier. Increased Chinese steel production, mine supply disruptions and weather-related closures

Strategic Co-operation agreement with China Coal, China's 2nd largest coal mining company, to advance financing and construction of  Jan Karski

Study confirms Debiensko hosts a range of premium hard coking coals comparable to internationally traded benchmarks

Maiden resource for Debiensko, JORC 301Mt hard coking coal; Indicated 93Mt, Inferred 208Mt. Confirmation of attractive coal qualities

Study confirms cost and timing benefits of Debiensko infrastructure, with rail, road and power access

Marketing study by CRUconfirms Debiensko's premium hard coking coal will have large pricing and cost advantages when selling to Central Europe and EU steel makers

PDZ Events

Chinese coal imports for 2016 rise 25% to 255Mt

Lublin PFS commences, Golder Associates and Royal HaskoningDHV appointed

Lublin scoping study - peak ROM 8.8Mpta. Steady-state opex $37/t, peak annual EBITDA $391m

Permitting commences for Lublin

Coal quality testing confirms metallurgical coal potential, Free Swell Index of 5.5, low ash 4.4%, high CV 7,558kcal/kg

Maiden Resource for Lublin - 1.576Bt, 679Mt of the resource is contained within three seams displaying high-quality characteristics
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Valuation 

Initiate with a £1.10/sh target (A$1.75/sh) 

We initiate with a £1.10/sh target price based on 0.3x and 0.1x P/NAV multiples on our NPV8% calculation for Jan Karski and Debiensko 

respectively. We see significant scope for value uplift as progress towards production continues. We have constructed our own DCF 

models for Jan Karski and Debiensko, using an 8% discount rate. Given that first construction is 1-2 years away and coal production 

is 5 to 6 years out for both projects, we apply a punitive risked multiple to our project NPV valuations. This reflects that our current 

valuation is on an unfunded basis as we deem it too early to make assumptions on funding mix, equity, pricing and dilution.  

Our unrisked NPV8% for Jan Karski is US$902m. We base our DCF model heavily on the March 2016 PFS, assuming a 24 year LOM 

and 6.3Mtpa of saleable coal. We assume similar mining schedules, capex schedule ($631m), plant yields and product splits as due 

to the comprehensive and robust nature of the PFS, we do not see any rationale in applying arbitrary adjustments at this stage. We 

do however assume an aggregate 10% increase in operating costs, assuming $27.50/t vs. $24.96/t in the PFS, and $10m in ongoing 

project costs prior to construction. We assume a marginally lower long-term semi-soft coking coal price of $78/t, based on a more 

conservative SCC/HCC ratio of 60% vs our HCC coal price, compared to Prairie/CRU’s SSC price of $85/t. We leave the API2 thermal 

coal price unchanged ($55/t) as this is already well below spot. We start discounting cash flows from 2017, and this along with a 

higher discount rate, and the changes outlined above account for much of the variance to the PFS’s post-tax NPV8% of $1.39bn. 

Our unrisked NPV8% for Debiensko is US$551m. We base our DCF model heavily on the March 2017 Scoping Study, assuming a 26 

year LOM and 2.6Mtpa of saleable coal production. As at Jan Karski, we assume broadly similar mine schedules, capex ($504m), 

product spits and plant yields, and $10m in ongoing project costs through to completion of BFS. We assume operating costs are 10% 

higher at $51.5/t vs. $47/t in the scoping study. We take a more conservative stance on long-term hard coking coal prices, using 

$130/t, not dissimilar to the previous 18-month average, and lower than the scoping study’s $142/t, leaving our valuation open to 

considerable upside from higher prices, but also any realisation of the netback premium. We start discounting cash flows from 2017, 

and this along with a higher discount rate, and the changes outlined above, account for much of the variance to the Scoping Study’s 

post-tax NPV8% of $1.1bn. 

Figure 9  - Sum of the parts risked NAV valuation   

  

 FX at spot USD/AUS 1.30, USD/GBP 1.22     Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

Despite the clear world-class potential, we risk our NPVs to reflect funding, timeline and build risk 

We generally value exploration and development companies in the range of 0.1-1.0x NAV, in line with industry averages. We apply 

a 0.3x multiple to Jan Karski, which reflects risks around development, financing, timelines, capex escalation and project execution, 

but recognises that the PFS was compiled to a very high standard. Despite the PFS’s stated +/- 20% accuracy, the detailed mine 

planning and engineering, and costings based on nearby mines, means that we have higher confidence in the PFS metrics. We apply 

a 0.1x multiple to Debiensko, to reflect the lower accuracy of the scoping study (+/- 30%), pending resource upgrades, further 

coking coal tests, and confirmation of an amendment to the licence to reset the start date from 2018 to 2025.  

Corporately, we adjust for current cash and cash from option exercise and adjust for forward corporate G&A (DCF basis) and related 

costs. We base our sum of the parts valuation on 235m shares, which includes 151m shares in issue, plus 8.2m options, 9.5m 

performance rights, and 66.1m shares (44.7m+21.4m) assuming conversion of CD Capital notes and options.  

All-in, our total risked NAV is US$309m/A$401m/£253m which drives our A$1.70/sh, £1.10/sh (rounded) target price, an uplift of 

3.2x the current share price of 34p/sh. Our target implies that PDZ shares are currently trading at a 0.2x multiple to our risked NAV 

and less than 0.1x of unrisked NAV. 

Tamesis Valuation

NPV Disc Rate NAV (%) US$m A$m £m A$/sh £/sh

Jan Karski 8% 62% 902 1,172 739 4.97 3.13

Debiensko 8% 38% 551 716 452 3.04 1.91

Subtotal 1,453 1,889 1,191 8.01 5.05

Risked NPV NAV multiple

Jan Karski 0.30x 271 352 222 1.49 0.94

Debiensko 0.10x 55 72 45 0.30 0.19

Sub-total 326 423 267 1.79 1.13

Cash B/S 10 13 8 0.06 0.03

Cash from option exercise 13 17 11 0.07 0.05

Debt 0 0 0 0.00 0.00

Forward Corporate G&A / Other (40) (52) (33) (0.22) (0.14)

Target Price

NAV VALUATION 309 401 253 A$1.70 £1.07

Rounded TP £1.10
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Forecast Jan Karski LOM production and financials - Tamesis modelled forecasts 
 

Figure 10  - Jan Karski LOM production profile (Tamesis estimates)  

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

• Over LOM, our Jan Karski model indicates average annual steady-state: revenue of $457m, EBITDA of $288m, an EBITDA 

margin of 63% and FCF of $224m 

 

Figure 11  - Jan Karski - Financial outcomes, first 10 years of production only (Tamesis estimates) 

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 
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Forecast Debiensko LOM production and financials - Tamesis modelled forecasts 
 

Figure 12  - Debiensko LOM production profile (Tamesis estimates)  

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

• Over LOM, our Debiensko model indicates average annual steady-state: revenue of $329m, EBITDA of $192m, an EBITDA 

margin of 59% and FCF of $143m 

 

Figure 13  - Debiensko Financial outcomes, first 10 years of production only (Tamesis estimates) 

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

Jan Karski and Debiensko combined 

• Over LOM, assuming both Jan Karski and Debiensko are developed, our model implies Group average annual steady-state: 

revenue of $725m, EBITDA of $440m, an EBITDA margin of 61% and FCF of $332m. As a comparison, LW Bogdanka and 

JSW’s EBITDA margins are 40% and 15%, respectively. 
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Sensitivity Analysis 

Our NAV for Prairie is highly leveraged to coal prices and we calculate that a 20% increase in our basket price coal price assumption 

increases our risked NAV by 67%.  

Figure 14  - Sensitivity analysis – Prairie Risked NAV (in A$m) 

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

Figure 15  - Jan Karski Project NPV - unrisked and risked at 0.4x:      Sensitivity SSC price vs discount rate  

 

 Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

Figure 16  - Debiensko Project NPV - unrisked and risked at 0.25x:      Sensitivity HCC price vs discount rate  

 

 Source: Tamesis estimates 
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Exit valuations 

Transition to producer uplift, exit valuation 7x vs our current risked NAV 

5x EBITDA multiple in 2025 implies $2.4bn enterprise value 

If Prairie successfully delivers on its development plans, both Jan Karski and Debiensko should be in production by 2023, with steady-

state operations by 2024-2025. Our model indicates combined EBITDA of c$500m once in the company is in steady-state production 

mode by 2025. If we apply a typical industry EBITDA multiple of 5x, this implies an indicative read-through enterprise value of 

$2.5bn. Put another way this implies a 7x uplift from our current risked NAV. For reference, LW Bogdanka and JSW currently trade 

on an EV/EBITDA multiple of 4.8x and 8.4x respectively. 

Figure 17  - Forward looking EBITDA multiple valuations – looking out to 2025  

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

Rolling over NPVs8% to 2025 at 0.8x implies c.$2.6bn 

We achieve a similar value if we roll over our project NPVs to 2025, and slowly unload the valuation multiple from the current 0.1 

(Debiensko) and -0.3x (Jan Karski) to 0.8x by 2025. Our rolled over NPV for Jan Karski and Debiensko combined, in 2025 at a 0.8x 

multiple is $2.6bn, again a c.7x return. This is a conservative case considering that we don’t materially unload our multiple until 

2019/2020, once both projects are firmly in the construction phase. 

Note that we are looking here purely at standalone project NPV value, looking at returns versus our current risked valuation, not 

returns versus current market cap. Looking out 8 years becomes a rather nebulous exercise and it still doesn’t account for 

funding/debt/dilution scenarios, but it illustrates the point that significant value uplift is available once Prairie is a producer. 

Figure 18  - Risked NPV uplift – looking out to 2025  

 

Source: Tamesis estimates 
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Capital spend and funding  

In order for Prairie to take both Jan Karski and Debiensko into production, we estimate a total capital spend to steady-state production 

of $1.2bn, c.$630 at Jan Karski and c.$540m at Debiensko, and $20m in ongoing project evaluation costs. Prairie estimates the cost 

to move Debiensko through to the end of BFS at $10m including c.$2.5m for in-fill drilling. At Jan Karski, the BFS is largely being 

completed by China Coal but we conservatively include $5m per year until construction to cover ongoing project evaluation costs. 

Figure 19  - Capex requirements to steady-state production  

  

Source: Tamesis estimates 

 

Given the early stage of development, we believe it is too early to make sweeping assumptions about funding structure in our 

valuation but note that due to Prairie’s Board, substantial company backing and first-rate projects, we believe that the company will 

have numerous options available to assemble project funding.  

• Board track-record. The board has a good track record of raising both equity and debt finance, but we anticipate a broad 

mix of financing solutions which could include regional development, royalty, off-take, equipment leasing, and mezzanine 

finance.  

• CD Capital committed – A$13m from options and a further A$55m, for aggregate total US$52m. CD Capital has also 

provided Prairie with a letter of financial support to advance Debiensko in their capacity as a cornerstone investor. 

Jan Karski 

• China Coal – Prairie’s agreement with China Coal is that in order to gain the full EPC contract, China Coal will have to 

source debt financing from Chinese banks. We understand that typically, Chinese banks would lend up to 70-80% of the 

total capex on a long tenor, and with low interest rates. This could imply debt finance of $440-500m. 

• The balance of $130-$190m could be sourced with equity and other mechanisms, although off-take financing is less 

prevalent for SSC/thermal coal projects. 

Debiensko 

• Senior Bank Funding - Debiensko has already been “sounded out” to several European banks, with feedback indicating 

that the project forms a viable debt financing case, due to its potential to be a low-opex, high margin mine and given HCC’s 

position on the European Commission’s Critical Raw Materials list and central Europe supply deficit. 

• Offtake – Debiensko will be a hard coking coal mine, which means off-take finance may be more prevalent (than semi-

soft), with numerous blue-chip steel-mills within close proximity to Debiensko, including Arcelor Mittal, Thyssen, Voest 

Alpine. 

• The balance. Assuming 60% European-sourced debt funding and 20% off-take financing would imply a c.$100m gap to 

be financed via equity or other mechanisms. 

Assuming the debt and offtake finance as outlined above, this implies a total “gap” of approximately $300m. Netting off a further 

$52m in CD Capital investment implies an equity funding requirement of only $250m, which we see as achievable, if the BFS iteration 

of economics for both projects stacks up.  
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CD Capital investing A$83m in Prairie 

In July 2015 Prairie agreed terms for an investment of up to A$83m from CD Capital to upgrade, expand and develop the Lublin Coal 

Project (the deal was pre-Debiensko acquisition). The investment was designed fully fund all required works up to a positive mine 

development decision at Jan Karski, including the completion of a DFS and all required permitting. 

The investment is structured in three tranches: 

1.) A$15m. A private placement by PDZ Holdings Pty Ltd (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Prairie) of non-interest bearing convertible 

loan notes with an aggregate principal amount of A$15m to CD Capital, exchangeable for ordinary shares of Prairie at A$0.335 per 

share. Prairie received the A$15m in September 2015. The notes if converted would result in the issue of 44.7m shares. 

2.) A$13m. The grant of unlisted options in Prairie with an exercise price of A$0.60 per option for a further A$13m once exercised. 

The options if exercised would result in the issue of 21.4m shares. 

3.) A$55m. A priority right for CD Capital to invest a further A$55m in any future funding conducted by Prairie 

The exchange of the loan notes will result in CD Capital holding approximately 23% of the ordinary shares of Prairie post-money and 

exercise of the options will result in CD Capital moving to a c.32% interest post-money. CD Capital’s right of pre-emption for the 

additional $55m funding does not apply to any financing linked to EPC services, off-take services or mining equipment supplies for 

the development of the Project, and also excludes project finance for the construction of the mine at the Project.  

Export Credit Finance? 

We note that Export Credit Agencies have been highly active in coal mining financing. 

Figure 20  - Recent Export Credit Agency financing of coal mining and related projects  

 

Source: Natural Resources Defense Council and Oil Change International 

 

  

Country Institution Type US$m Project Recipient Approval Date

Pending

Japan Japan Oil Gas and Metals National Corporation Other Public Financer $3 BOSS/PB Project Indonesia

China China Development Bank Other Public Financer $67 Thar Coal Block II Mine Phase I Pakistan

Japan Japan International Cooperation Agency Other Public Financer $232 Nacala Rail and Port Project Mozambique

Japan Japan Bank for International Cooperation Export Credit Agency $225 Nacala Rail and Port Project Mozambique

Japan Nippon Export and Investment Insurance Export Credit Agency $225 Nacala Rail and Port Project Mozambique

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $81 Coal Processing: Technological equipment Russia

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $19 Coalmining machinery: crusher, spreader, portal scraper, equipment Serbia

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $17 Equipment for coal mining: Extension of Strebbausystems for Narrabri mine Australia

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $4 Coalmining machinery: expansion of a longwall mining system for the Narrabri mine Australia

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $3 Coalmining machinery: folding shovel excavator Russia

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $1 Coalmining machinery: hydraulic control for shields Russia

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $1 Coalmining machinery: tracked loaders Russia

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $0 Coalmining machinery: pit prop and unlockable non-return valve Ukraine

Approved

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $5 Coal processing: coal grinding plant Egypt 01/01/2015

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $7 Coalmining machinery: folding shovel excavator Russia 01/01/2015

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $15 Coal processing: coke oven machine including services Ukraine 01/01/2015

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $41 Coking plants: coke oven machines including spare parts India 01/01/2014

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $5 Coalmining machinery: conversion of the air cooling system South Korea 01/01/2014

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $3 Coalmining machinery: roller loader including additional equipment Russia 01/01/2014

Germany Euler Hermes Export Credit Agency $706 Mining of Coal Russia 01/10/2013

United States Export-Import Bank - US Export Credit Agency $17 Coal mining services South Africa 14/11/2011
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Key Risks 

Coal Price 

Large fluctuations in coal prices may materially affect revenues and returns. Both coking coal and thermal coal prices have seen 

significant volatility in recent years. Prairie will be selling multiple coal products into different sectors, both domestically and into the 

export market. Global economic uncertainty and/or changes in global or domestic supply/demand fundamentals could have a 

significant effect on long-term coal prices. A change in forecast coal prices could materially affect our valuation, either positively or 

negatively. Changes or variations in coal qualities, especially with regards to coking suitability may adversely affect the marketability 

and pricing of Prairies’ coal products. Prairie intends to undertake further detailed coking test-work on Debiensko coal, the outcome 

of which may result in discount or premiums to the current forecast price.  

Financing 

Financing is a key risk for all resource development companies. Prairie has a significant funding requirement to develop both Jan 

Karski and Debiensko. We believe the projects are economically and technically attractive, the company has supportive cornerstone 

investors, and positive discussions with senior banks for project finance have been undertaken. However, it is too early to make 

assumptions on funding mix and the level of equity funding and resultant equity dilution is unknown at this stage. There is no 

certainty that Prairie will be able to secure sufficient funding to fund its capex requirements.  

Accuracy 

The Jan Karski PFS is based on an accuracy level of +/- 20% and the Debiensko Scoping study is based on an accuracy of +/- 25-

30%. We have based our own valuation heavily on the parameters of these studies. At Debiensko, the scoping study is based on a 

lower level of technical and preliminary economic assessments, and is insufficient to support estimation of Ore Reserves or to provide 

assurance of an economic development case at this stage, or to provide certainty that the conclusions of the Scoping Study will be 

realised. 

Execution  

A standard risk in building any mining project. For Prairie, its projects require deep shafts to be sunk. At Jan Karski, freezing will be 

required during various stages of the shaft-sinking process. Both Jan Karski and Debiensko will be large underground mines, and 

unforeseen technical challenges could materially affect development timelines.  

Permitting Risk 

Jan Karski is well-advance in the permitting process, but long delays in the permitting processes could have a material impact on 

project development. At Debiensko, the mine is fully-permitted but Prairie requires the approval of an amendment in order to push-

back the commencement of mining from 2018 to 2025. An amendment has been submitted, but there can be no certainty that the 

amendment will be granted.  

Geological risk, Resources and Reserves 

Geological variations in coal deposits; i.e. seam thicknesses, partings, faulting etc may affect mining practices. There is no certain 

that the future upgrading of resources to higher confidence levels will be successful. The conversion of resources to reserves is based 

on modifying factors, any changes of which may have a material effect on ore reserve viability. At Debiensko, the production schedule 

is based on 64% indicated resources and 35% inferred resources.  

Labour Risks  

Historically, with a predominance of state-owned coal producers, unions have been strongly involved in the Polish coal mining 

industry, with up to 13 separate coal mining unions. We expect Prairie’s labour force to have a low-level of union representation, 

with some mining undertaken on a contractor basis, but exposure union activity in Poland remains a risk. 

Foreign Exchange 

Variation in the exchange rate may materially affect earnings, especially with local costs in Polish Zloty, and coal prices denominated 

in US dollars. 
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Debiensko Site Visit  

We visited the Debiensko site in January 2017. We were impressed by the infrastructure, which reinforced the view that 

Debiensko is a brownfields site with all requisite components for a new mine development in place. The mine offices were impressive 

(photo A), with multiple offices, meeting rooms and large conference-style boardroom. It’s not that we get excited by looking at 

office buildings, but rather see it as another large ticket item removed from the capex schedule. 

Debiensko is a mine just waiting to be built. The site is fully permitted and in many ways already has the feel of an operating 

mine, but without the people (not yet anyway). In acquiring the asset from NWR, Prairie has also gained a significant amount of 

historical data on Debiensko and other assets, including a full data-room (photo B). Elsewhere on the office complex is a fully 

operational computer server room with enough capacity to manage all the needs for an operating mine. Elsewhere, it was interesting 

to see fully-loaded coal trains running past the property whilst we stood over the capped-off existing Debiensko shaft (photo C). 

We were also impressed by the integration of the Prairie team, with a good mix of TopCo management and experienced Polish 

team members, with a wealth of experience gained from neighbouring mines, and from the Polish government. Prairie, with a mix 

of Polish, English and Chinese language speakers, gave us confidence that the company will be able to navigate the operating and 

regulatory environment within Poland, and manage the partnership with China Coal. 

Figure 21  - Debiensko is already has the feel of an operating mine  

 

Source: Tamesis 
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Putting Jan Karski and Debiensko into context; comps and charts 

Both Jan Karski and Debiensko sit at the very lowest position on the global cost curve 

Jan Karski’s semi-soft coal – there is no lower cost SSC operation, anywhere 

Jan Karski’s average cash cost is $24.96/t FOR (free-on-rail) at steady-state production based on average saleable coal of 6.34Mtpa. 

SSC coal which represents 42% of saleable production, will sit at the bottom of the global cost curve, at a delivered cost of $44.86/t 

(onsite costs + rail to Gdansk port + shipping to ARA), when compared to other seaborne tonnage delivered into the ARA European 

trading hub. 

Jan Karski’s premium export-quality thermal coal cost is lower quartile 

Jan Karski’s premium API-spec thermal coal (23% of saleable production) delivered to ARA would be $44.86/t FOR (inc.rail to 

Gdansk and ship loading) firmly placing it as lower quartile. This just illustrates the point that Jan Karski thermal coal is globally 

competitive, although in all likelihood the coal would be sold via rail to Czech Republic, Germany, Austria, Slovakia or Ukraine, and 

where Prairie would still be the lowest cost supplier into the regional domestic European power generation market.  

Figure 22  - SSC cost curve (LHS) and Thermal coal cost curve (RHS), both delivered basis to ARA hub 

 

Note: Jan Karski is the new name for Lublin     Source: Prairie, CRU 

Debiensko’s HCC looking to have the lowest cash costs delivered into Europe  

The Debiensko scoping study indicates cash costs of $47/t FOR, or $51/t FOR, for its premium hard coking coal (95% of saleable 

production) delivered into Central Europe. If achieved, this would put Debiensko at the very bottom of the HCC cost curve. 

Figure 23  - Hard coking coal (HCC) cost curve, delivered to Zdzieszowice Coke Plant in Poland 

 

Source: Prairie, CRU 
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High margin operations 

The results of the Jan Karski PFS and Debiensko Scoping Study indicate that both projects have the potential for exceptionally high 

operating margins. This clearly stems from the existing infrastructure available to both projects, combined with Prairie’s planned use 

of modern mine design and high productivity equipment. In particular, long longwall panels, expected high labour productivity and 

low power costs, which feeds through to sector leading operating costs. 

On top of the low base opex, Prairie can press home the advantage by leveraging freight differentials to potentially produce some of 

the highest margins in the coal business. Access to Poland’s regional rail network means that Prairie can supply coal into steel-making 

heartlands of Central Europe.  

Furthermore, significant margins are retained even if coal is railed to Gdansk port and shipped to the European ARA hub, to compete 

with competitor’s coals delivered to ARA. Although we think it is likely that most of Jan Karski’s and Debiensko’s coal will be railed to 

mainland countries that are dependent on imported coal such as Czech Republic, Germany, Austria, Slovakia or Ukraine. On this 

“railed to customer” basis, we do not see another coal producer that can compete with Prairie. 

Debiensko – CRU’s long term hard coking coal price used in the scoping study is $142/t, adjusting for $15/t netback premium, 

generates a total price of $157/t. Based on Debiensko’s LOM average operating cost of $44.86/t, this implies a cash margin of $110/t. 

Even assuming freight costs to rail and deliver into central Europe e.g. Zdzieszowice Coke Plant, Poland, the margin is $105/t. Note 

that current spot HCC is $160/t and the 2017 Q1 benchmark contract price was $285/t. 

Jan Karski – CRU’s long term semi-soft FOR price in the PFS is $92/t, and the blended basket price is $79.6/t. Based on Jan Karski’s 

LOM average operating cost, the implied cash margin is $67/t, with a range of $56-$61/t for coal railed to the Czech Republic and 

Ukraine, or a margin of $35/t on a shipped and delivered basis to the central European ARA hub. 

To put this into perspective New World Resources’ 2015 cash cost was c. $70/t cash cost and JSW’s cash cost was $77/t, before any 

freight charges and excluding SG&A costs. Typically, NWR and JSW’s SG&A costs are high at c.$15/t which adds another layer onto 

the cost base i.e. $85-90/t including SG&A.  

 

Figure 24  - Average cash margins, LOM opex and various rail/shipping scenarios vs PFS and Scoping Study price assumptions 

 

Source: Tamesis estimates, Prairie  
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Capital intensity is extremely low 

Both Jan Karski and Debiensko have extremely low capital intensities. This is a result of Debiensko being situated in a brownfield 

site, with extensive infrastructure already in place, including rail, roads, water and power. Jan Karski is a greenfield project, but 

similarly all major infrastructure components are close by, which feeds into very low capital intensity. 

Debiensko also benefits from one of its shafts only requiring rehabilitating and deepening. We view coal comps with a degree of 

caution due to variation in scope and product mix, comparisons can sometimes get stretched. However, looking at recent new project 

starts, expansions and existing operations with a focus in HCC coals and underground mining, the results are instructive.  

We calculate our capital intensity on a saleable annual production basis, and not ROM, as this broadly captures yield, i.e. coal output 

after it has been through the CHPP. 

We calculate average capital intensity at $360/t of annual production, calculated excluding Jan Karski and Debiensko. Prairie’s projects 

sit within the lower range of industry peers, with Jan Karski’s capital intensity leading the field. 

 

Figure 25  - Capital intensity – US$/t of saleable coal (average annual production basis) 

 

Source: Tamesis estimates, Prairie Mining, KPMG, Company reports 
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 Jan Karski Overview  

Location – in the lowest cost hard coal basin in Europe 

The Lublin Coal Project (LCP) is in south east Poland within the Lublin Coal Basin, one of three major coal-bearing basins in the 

country, and an area with a long history of coal mining. Prairie completed a PFS in March 2016 and China Coal are completed a BFS 

in H2 2017. Prairie envisages construction commencing in 2018 with first production in 2023. 

Jan Karski is the new name for Prairie’s first mine to be developed within the wider LCP. The Lublin Coal Basin is proven to be the 

lowest cost hard coal basin in Europe. Furthermore, Jan Karski benefits from being in an area with excellent infrastructure and 

logistics, which provides a significant competitive advantage over other coal development projects globally. 

The most important aspect of Jan Karski’s location, apart from the infrastructure which we cover later, is that Prairie’s licence is 

contiguous to the Bogdanka coal mine, which has been in production since 1982 and is the lowest operating cost hard coal mine in 

Europe. We believe that Jan Karski will be even lower cost than Bogdanka. 

Figure 26  - Strategic location of the Lublin Coal Project (Jan Karski) 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

Licences – acquisition of Lublin was a masterstroke by Prairie 

Prairie acquired the licences to the LCP in what was effectively, a once in a lifetime opportunity. After identifying Polish coal as a 

target commodity and identifying the area as prospective, PDZ was surprised to find that the licences adjacent to Bogdanka were 

available when it went in to peg ground. Given that the licences already had a wealth of historical technical and exploration data 

from activities of the Polish Government during the 1970s and 1980s, it was a surprise for PDZ that the licences were available. 

Apparently, Bogdanka just didn’t contemplate a situation where another company would come in and peg ground around them. 

Polish mining concessions are regulated by the MoE under the June 2011 Geological and Mining law. Prairie’s LCP comprises four 

coal exploration concessions covering 182km². The Licences were granted in July 2012 and were valid for an initial period of three 

years, and have been extended beyond the initial three-year period by approval of the MoE. In February 2015, Prairie was granted 

a fifth contiguous exploration concession (Sawin-Zachód) for coal, increasing the project area by 54km2 to over 235km2.  
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Permitting:  Mining permit granted 

Prairie is working towards making a formal mining concession application by mid-2017 / early 2018. After the approval of geological 

documentation (completed) there are three main work streams that once finished, which will allow the submission of the application: 

the Deposit Development Plan, the ESIA, and the Land Re-zoning. The DDP is complete and the ESIA and rezoning are underway. 

Deposit Development Plan is complete 

The DDP has been completed and is a standard mine technical and economic study as prescribed by Polish mining regulations. It is 

required to meet specific Polish geological standards as well as conforming with existing Polish mining regulation requirements. 

Prairie expects that the DDP will be lodged to the provincial mining authority in Lublin for final review shortly. 

The final selection of the site for mine surface infrastructure has been formally confirmed and will be used in both the spatial 

development permitting and the application for the environmental consent decision. 

Environmental Consent Decision and ESIA 

Prairie has submitted an application for an Environmental Consent Decision along with a Project Information Card which sets out the 

environmental procedure leading to the approval of the ESIA. The ESIA, which is currently progressing, will provide the relevant 

authorities with sufficient information to award the Environmental Decision.  The Environmental Consent decision must be obtained 

prior to obtaining a mining concession. 

Land Rezoning 

Prairie must submit an application to rezone the land where mining surface infrastructure is to be located. The zoning must be 

changed to the purpose of “deep hard coal mining”, with conversion of the agricultural land where surface infrastructure will be 

located to “industrial use”. This process has been initiated. 

 

Figure 27  - Permitting steps for Jan Karski 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

Next Steps: On to the BFS 

China Coal will complete a BFS on Jan Karski in H2 2017. This will provide the basis for an EPC contract and a construction-funding 

package for the Jan Karski Mine. 

The PFS has undergone rigorous scrutiny by experts and consultants to fix the strategy for key areas such as shaft siting, surface 

coal transport systems and railway line routing, mine planning, High Voltage (“HV”) power supply and CHPP and waste discard 

location. This was done prior to starting work on the full-scale BFS, to avoid major changes during the process. 
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Leveraging off existing infrastructure 
Rail – an underutilised network to service the European market 

Jan Karski is exceptionally well located in terms of rail infrastructure with major rail routes running to the southeast and west of the 

project, including a major spur that serves Bogdanka. Prairie had a study commissioned that demonstrates that multiple rail spur 

options could be developed to link the project into the national rail network. Furthermore, a study conducted by Polish firm, TOR 

highlighted that there is considerable underutilised capacity on the major trunk railway lines close to the project. 

A c.15km railway spur line connection would be required to provide direct access to the Polish railway network which in the area is 

represented by the No. 7 line, a standard gauge double track, and the shortest route between Warsaw and Kiev. The network spreads 

out providing ready access to the Ukraine to the east and wider Europe. 

The key point about the rail network is that it is an “open access” multi-user line, as specified by an EU Directive. This is a significant 

advantage over other coal transporting rail networks such as in South Africa where securing capacity on both Transnet and at the 

RBCT port terminal is challenging. In Poland, several independent operators compete for business on the network against the 

previously state-owned PKP Cargo, whose market share has fallen to 54%, from 96% in 2003.  

This feeds through to attractive and transparent pricing for Prairie, with freight charges determined by competitive open tender 

between independent rail freight operators. Freight rates have been steadily declining over the last two years according to Prairie.  

Figure 28  - Rail infrastructure and regional connections servicing the LCP area 

 

Distance from Lublin to various export points and border crossings 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

  

Country Border in Poland Distance by Rail from Jaszczów (Lublin) to Border in km

Ukraine Dorohusk 72

Slovakia Muszyna 409

Czech Republic Zebrzydowice 463

Slovakia Zwardoń 476

Czech Republic Głuchołazy 515

Poland Port of Gdansk 520

Germany Kunowice 675

Germany Zasieki GR 691
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Polish Ports are also under-utilised 

There are three primary ports in Poland with terminals suitable for coal export, with a total export capability of 18.5Mtpa. The port 

of Gdańsk is the closest to the Jan Karski project, at a distance of 520km via rail. The dry bulk terminal at Gdańsk has an export 

capacity of 8Mtpa and can accommodate Baltic-size ships. Thus, Prairie would not need to build a separate coal terminal to export 

its coal products. 

Prairie estimates that port charges in Poland typically range from $4.00-6.50/t to load FOB vessel, depending on the specific port 

and degree of port storage and handling, or transhipment required. 

 

Figure 29  - Gdansk Port – “Dry Bulk Terminal” – export facility stacker/reclaimers 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

Roads 

The Polish road network is extensive and in good condition, as would be expected. The Lublin-Chełm passes to the south of Prairie’s 

concessions, linking the area to national highways. The Polish government announced a new economic development plan in early 

2016, a component of which is the extension of express ways S-19 and S-17 being part of international road routes in Eastern Europe. 

Water readily available 

Water for the Jan Karski site is available from the regional water utility, or from shallow boreholes. Prairie estimates water usage for 

the project including mine and CHPP to be 10.55ML per day, or 3.2ML per day with recycling. Furthermore, hydrogeological studies 

indicate that mine inflow water is expected to reach of 3.5Mm3 per year during the mine life. 

Access to low cost Grid Power 

Jan Karski has two 110kV lines running to the east and west of the site, approximately 9km away. Prairie is in discussions with the 

regional power utility regarding access to the grid, which has spare capacity and is extremely reliable in terms of fluctuations and 

outages. No Kenmare style “dip-doctor” is required here. A new sub-station would be required from the existing 110kV line adjacent 

to the site. Under Polish legislation it is a requirement to have two separate power lines to the mine site to ensure security of supply 

in the event of a single line failure. Prairie estimates that Jan Karski’s average power requirement will be 52Mw, and indicative power 

costs are very low – c. 8c/kWh. 
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Strategic Access to key export markets – “it could be Rotterdam (or anywhere)…” 

Equally as critical as the excellent local infrastructure network, is the regional infrastructure and the transfer links between the local 

hub and regional network. Prairie has undertaken significant work that demonstrates that the regional infrastructure can easily 

support bulk coal transport. A recent study by Prairie and CRU indicated that there are multiple options to transport coal from the 

LCP area at competitive rates to the export market via rail and sea, but also the well-established domestic Polish markets.  This 

includes access to the ARA ports (Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp), the most important hub for maritime activity in northern Europe. 

Ultimately, Prairie will have considerable flexibility to sell Jan Karski coal through the whole of Europe and beyond, given netback 

differentials vs current coal consumers importing coal from Australia, for example. This means that PDZ will be able to swiftly adapt 

to changing market conditions within Europe, providing a significant advantage over worldwide importers into Europe. 

Jan Karski’s prime location with respect to selling its domestic thermal and industrial coal within Poland is self-evident and whilst 

Bogdanka would be a direct competitor here, Prairie’s analysis indicates that domestic production is diminishing given the state of 

the industry with government enforced closures, and the domestic market is likely to remain attractive. 

Our view is that Prairie can press its advantage in relation to its higher-value products such as the semi-soft coking coal (c.42% of 

saleable production) and API spec coal. Semi-soft coking already has very strong demand from inland Europe, with Germany the 

largest import market for metallurgical coal, with Slovakia, France and the UK also key markets. 

The API spec coal from Jan Karski (c. 23% of saleable production), is a premium thermal product that is of superior quality than 

standard API2 export specification, and Prairie currently conservatively assumes that this coal is exported through the ARA port hub 

($19/t transport). However, the extensive rail network means that Prairie could achieve a higher margin by taking advantage of 

higher netback prices by selling to mainland European power plants e.g. in particularly Germany, Czech Republic, Austria and Slovakia. 

 

Figure 30  - LCP – access to key coal export markets (LHS), Regional transport end destinations (RHS) 

 

Source: Prairie 

Figure 31  - Regional transport costs from Lublin Basin to end destinations  

 

Source: Prairie 

  

Destination Mode Cost (US$/t)

Western Ukraine Rail ~$5.9/t

Czech Steelworks Rail ~$10.8/t

Berlin IPP Rail ~$15.2/t

Hansaport Polish Rail + Ship from Gdansk ~$19.2/t

ARA Polish Rail + Ship from Gdansk ~$19.9/t

Turkey (Mediterranean Port) Polish Rail + Ship from Gdansk ~$27.6/t
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A geological advantage allows highly productive longwall mining 

The Lublin Basin covers an area of approximately 9,100km2 near to the border with the Ukraine. PDZ believes the basin to have 

formed in the Late Visean, which was followed by multiple marine transgressions and regressions. The main coal bearing strata are 

hosted by carboniferous sediments. Following tectonic inversion (i.e. Basin uplift) and erosion, these sediments were unconformably 

overlain by Jurassic carbonates. Structurally, the basin in controlled by Bogdanka syncline and strata dips to the west. At Jan Karski, 

30 distinct coal seams occur in the carboniferous, with the upper sequence hosting the most productive seams, from seam 369 at 

the top to seam 399 at the base. 

The Lublin Basin, over and above having the requisite conditions to host coal deposits of world-class magnitude, is also characterised 

by favourable geological conditions which feed through to substantial technical and economic benefits. The Basin is characterised by 

gentle (shallow dipping) geology, lower levels of faulting, lower methane levels and lower thermal gradients, when compared to the 

Upper Silesian Basin.  

Longwall mining is best utilised in flat/shallow/uniform dipping, laterally extensive, tabular, thick deposits. In the Lublin Basin, typical 

longwall dimensions are 300m wide by up to 5,000m long, compared to 150m wide and up to 1.2km in the Upper Silesia. The 

favourable geology and relative lack of faulting means that Prairie will be able to utilise some of the longest longwall panels in the 

world to drive up productivity and drive down costs, as has been successfully implanted at Bogdanka. The 391 seam at Jan Karski is 

flat, consistent and laterally continuous over most of the project area. 

Resources - extensive, robust resource underpins a world-class operation 

Prairie released a JORC-compliant resource update in July 2015, with minor revisions in July 2016 as part of the PFS. The total global 

resource amounts to 728Mt, of which 352Mt (48%) lies within the indicated category. We view the resource as very robust given the 

extensive drill-hole database and the high proportion of the resource sitting within the indicated category. It is significant that the 

earlier 2015 update increased the proportion of indicated resources by 96% over the 2014 resource estimate.  

The current resource base within PDZ’s Lublin concession is extensive, there we believe there exists significant potential to extend 

the current 24 life of mine, but also to support increased production. We envisage this as a possibility either through conversion of 

the portions of the 391-seam lying within the Inferred category (87Mt) which is roughly equivalent to 10-years’ production at 8Mtpa 

ROM (before applying reserve modifying factors). Potential also exists to incorporate some of the other seams into the mine plan. 

The resource is based on data from 10 coal seams that were considered economically extractable and uses a 1m seam thickness cut-

off and a 100m stand-off from the Jurassic formation. The resource is based on approximately 200 historic boreholes (+200,000m 

of drilling) that were drilled on the licence between the 1960s and 1980s, supplemented with a 7-hole programme undertaken by 

Prairie in 2013-2014. We note that Prairie’s drill programme was highly successful in both confirming the seam thickness and 

distribution, and confirming the semi-soft coking potential of the 391-seam. Note that the resource is based on gross tonnage basis 

and thus the tonnage includes partings.  

Figure 32  - Jan Karski JORC-compliant Resource (July 2016) 

 

Source: Prairie 
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Reserves 

The Lublin PFS incorporates a maiden reserve estimate for what is now Jan Karski. The reserve is based on the conversion of the 

indicated resources in seams 389 and 391 into marketable reserves (i.e. a saleable product).  Total reserves are 170Mt including 

partings, interburden, out of seam dilution and 2% mining losses. Total marketable reserves amount to 139Mt and are stated on an 

“as received” basis and assume 9.5% moisture.  

Figure 33  - Jan Karski Reserves 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

Coal Quality and marketing rationale 

Jan Karski has attractive coal quality parameters, especially within the 391-seam which underpins the whole planned operation.  

On an in-situ basis, the 391-seam parameters are, 10.27% Ash, CV 29.57 Mj/kg and Sulphur 1.27%. However, the key data is the 

washability test-work, the results of which were highly encouraging and indicate that a premium coal can be produced, including a 

semi-soft coking coal comparable to international benchmarks.  

Prairie’s base-case marketing assumptions in the PFS are based on five different specifications of coal product – see table below. 

Both semi-soft coking, and thermal coal from Jan Karski compare well with international benchmarks. 

 

Figure 34  - Jan Karski, coal product split and coal saleable coal qualities 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

 

For coal pricing – see section on PFS 

 

  

Probable Coal Reserves Basis

Recoverable Coal Reserves As Received 170Mt

Marketable Reserves (Saleable Product) As Received 139Mt

Product Yield 81.9%
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Semi-soft Coking Coal (42% of saleable production) …. 

Semi-soft coking coal is a sub-division of coking coal, the other main product being hard coking coal. Semi-soft coking coal typically 

has slightly inferior coking properties than hard coking coal. Total metallurgical coal imports to Europe total 60Mtpa which includes 

hard coking, semi-soft and PCI coal, yet European coking production only amounts to c.20Mtpa, sourced from Poland (13.0Mt), Czech 

Republic (4.3Mt), Germany (1.7Mt) and Turkey (0.5Mt). Europe consumes c. 15Mtpa of semi-soft coking coal. We point out that 

Czech domestic supply looks uncertain given New World Resources in liquidation and further mine closures likely in the Upper Silesian 

coal basin. We believe this may produce a situation in which Europe becomes increasingly depending on imports to meet its 

requirement for coking coal. Further afield, the Ukraine imports 6.5Mt of hard coking coal and 5.5Mt semi-soft coking coal per year, 

mostly from Russia. Further tensions and sanctions may provide an opportunity for Prairie, given the rail links and proximity to the 

Ukraine. 

…compares well to benchmarks 

Jan Karski’s coal quality results from washability testing of the 391 seam compare favourably with the specifications of standard 

international benchmark semi-soft coking coals such as those produced in NSW, Australia. The washed 391 coal quality also compares 

favourably to semi-soft coking coals currently produced at Jastrzêbska Spółka Węglowa SA’s (“JSW”) Krupinski coal mine in the Upper 

Silesian Basin in Poland. 

Figure 35  - Jan Karski’s metallurgical coal compares well to international benchmarks 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

API Specification Coal (23% of saleable production) …Thermal coal also compares well to benchmarks 

The API spec coal is a premium quality thermal coal which typically is used sold into the high-quality export thermal markets and 

combined heat and power market. The thermal coal specifications of the washed 391-seam with a high calorific value and low ash 

content also compare very well to globally recognised benchmarks such as the API2 spec coal. API2 coal is the benchmark reference 

for coal imported into northwest Europe, and is calculated as the average of Argus cif ARA and IHS McCloskey NW European Steam 

Coal Marker price. 

Figure 36  - Jan Karski -  Low Ash API Specification Coal Comparison 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

High Ash Fines Coal (18% of saleable production) – Suitable for Eastern European power plants designed for high ash / low 

CV coal and a similar quality to that produced at Bogdanka. Close export markets will be the Czech Rep and the Ukraine. Although 

lower quality than API2 coal (due to low CV) which receives a discount, the proximity to nearby regional consumers means that on 

a netback basis the product receives higher FOR (Free-on-rail) pricing. 

Industrial Coal (12% of saleable production) – coal for the domestic cement, chemicals and fertiliser industry for heating and 

for industrial processes. Approximately 6Mtpa demand in Poland. 

Household Coal (5% of saleable production) – retail market, burning of coal in household stoves. 10-20Mtpa demand in Poland, 

and this coal receives high prices at the mine gate, e.g. Bogdanka sells for PLN380-433/t. The market size is 10-12Mtpa. 

  

LCP Rio Tinto (NSW) Glencore (NSW) JSW (Poland) Solid Energy (NZ)

4.0 – 6.0 5 4.0 – 6.0 6 3.0 – 5.0

≤4.0 9.5 9 8 4.5

34 to 35 33 36.5 37 38

Free Swell Index

Ash %

Volatile Matter %

Parameter Units Jan Karski ARA (API2 benchmark)

Calorif ic Value (NAR, kcal/kg) 6,100 6,000

Ash % 14 11 – 15

Volatile Matter % 32 22.0 – 37.0

Sulphur % 0.8 <1.0

Total Moisture % 10.5 <15

60 45 to 70Hardgrove Grindability
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Bogdanka is good, Jan Karski can be better 

We believe that Prairie has an incredible opportunity to not only emulate, but improve on operations at Bogdanka, 

an operation that is already the lowest cost coal producer in Europe. The neighbouring mine is a clear benchmark for what it expected 

at Jan Karski, which we think significantly de-risks PDZ’s project. Having an adjacent operation, mining similar seams at similar 

depths and geological/mining conditions and with access to the same infrastructure provides some real-world operating metrics for 

Prairie. This means that we have much higher confidence in Prairie’s opex, capex and production estimates than any other project 

at the same stage of development. Thus, we believe the current PFS level mine design is more representative of a feasibility stage 

project. 

On the whole, it’s fair to say that Polish mines are not very efficient compared to international operations. However, Bogdanka is the 

exception to this. The figure below demonstrates that Bogdanka’s productivity is well above other European operations and 

approaching the average for North American operations, even ignoring the deeper depth of mining at Bogdanka. Bogdanka has 

successfully employed long-wall plows, which is the recommended technology for seam heights of <2.3m. The longwall plows have 

a much higher productivity than traditional longwall shearers in low seams, and Bogdanka set a world record of 24,900t in a single 

day from a single face, and average production of 12,680tpd, implying 4Mtpa ROM from a single longwall. 

The Bogdanka mine produces from coal seams at some 900m depth, and has historically achieved annualised ROM production rates 

of some 3Mtpa to 4Mtpa for each operating longwall, depending on seam thickness. In September 2015, Enea, Poland’s 3rd largest 

power firm announced a successful 1.48bn zloty bid for Bogdanka and now control c.66% of the company. Earlier in 2010, NWR 

made a failed attempt to acquire Bogdanka. 

Figure 37  - International Longwall Mine Productivity 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

Figure 38  - International Longwall Coal Mine Labour Productivity Comparison 

 

Source: Prairie. WAI 
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Jan Karski will have several advantages over Bogdanka 

Jan Karski has a number of advantages over Bogdanka, which we believe we see the operation produce superior economics. 

• Technology and modern mine planning - Whereas Bogdanka was built in the 1970s to old designs, Jan Karski will use 

modern designs and technology, utilising rock-bolting, and will be based on a “right-sized” workforce.  This will reduce 

operating costs, optimise logistics and improve coal yields. Prairie intends to use roadheaders for main or lateral headings 

and continuous miners for roof bolted roadways for longwall gateroads. These are highly mechanised, high productivity 

machines which are extensively used in the most productive mines in the US, Australia and China. 

• Froth Flotation. PDZ will build a modern wash plant utilising the latest technology in froth flotation. This will improve coal 

yields, boosting coal product specifications (and revenue potential), whilst improving product flexibility. 

• More Roof bolting, fewer steel arches. PDZ and its consultants have undertaken considerable test work that indicates 

that rock-bolts can be employed as the primary means of ground support in the face gate roads. This would reduce the 

need to use steel arches considerably. Whilst steel arches are highly effective under heavy loading conditions, they are time 

consuming to install and expensive.  

• Jan Karski has more “391”.  Bogdanka’s impressive operational performance has been predicated largely on the mining 

of the thinner 385/2 seam over the last several years using longwall plow technology with gate-roads driven utilising 

traditional Polish steel arches. Bogdanka does not have extensive access to the thicker 391 seam that will form the basis of 

mining at Jan Karski. The 391 seam is the thickest seam in the mine area and contains the highest quality coal. In addition, 

the mining conditions are likely to be better for PDZ as the 391 seam occurs at a shallower depth  

• Top to Bottom. Bogdanka’s mining practice is to mine seams top to bottom sequentially rather than economically 

prioritising the highest value coal seams first. By contrast, PDZ will focus on maximising NPV by targeting highest quality 

coal seams first.  

• A fresh start. Prairie will benefit from developing a greenfield project on a brownfield site. The company is not inheriting 

any legacy mining issues which despite having to fund new capital for the build is an important point. Once underground 

mines have been developing, if they go off-track, they are very hard to put right, whether it be in terms of production 

flexibility or underground logistics such as ventilation. PDZ will have a fresh start and the opportunity to do things to modern 

international standards and best practice from the very start.  

Figure 39  - Prairie has better access to the 391 seam than Bogdanka 

 

Source: Prairie 
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Mining 

Prairie plan to employ fully mechanised longwall retreat caving methods at Jan Karski. The Lublin PFS assumes that longwall faces 

will use either shearers (where coal seam thickness 1.3m-3.5m) or plows (where coal seam thickness is 1.1-1.5m) for coal cutting. 

The cut coal will land on an armoured flexible conveyor and then sized using a crusher on a beam stage loader, before being loaded 

into the belt conveyor to be transported out of the mine.  

Some of the longest Longwall panels in the world 

The longwall face widths within the mine are planned at 400m in areas where the extracted height is 2m or above and 315m where 

extracted height is below 1.5m. These face lengths meet Polish legislative requirements and are as currently being used at Bogdanka. 

Jan Karski really presses home its competitive advantage with some of the longest panel lengths in the world, up to 5km long. This 

compares to 1km or less in the rest of Poland (Upper Silesia) and 2k-3km in North American and Australian operations. 

Initial shaft access by no means a walk in the park, but eminently doable.  

To access coal at Jan Karski will require the sinking of two 8m shafts to a depth of approximately 1,000m. This is well within the 

capability of the mining industry and >1km shafts are common place throughout the world. The challenge is that during initial shaft 

sinking, freezing of the ground will be required from the surface to just below the level of the Jurassic strata. The issue will be water 

influx from the Jurassic aquifer (the Albian Formation). We stress that freezing is only required during initial shaft sinking as the 

shafts will then be fitted with concrete linings capable of resisting water pressures at depth following the cessation of freezing.  

Freezing is not an untried technique, and we note that similar shaft sinking methods were used for the six shafts now operating at 

the Bogdanka with great success. Furthermore, PDZ will utilise modern technology which has apparently made great strides in 

directional drilling, freezing and lining technology.  Lastly, the involvement of China Coal will help to significantly de-risk the process, 

as the CC5C group has sunk 38 shafts using ground freezing methods to a maximum freezing depth of 910m. The shafts have been 

positioned to give early access to the 391 seam, in an area where the Albian Sands formation is relatively thin. 

Mine plan – 24 year LOM but potential is greater 

The Jan Karski mine plan in the PFS is based on total production of 176.7Mt (139.1Mt saleable) over a 24 LOM with production being 

sourced predominantly from the 391-coal seam, with secondary production from the 389-coal seam. Mining will target only two of 

the eight seams within the global resource estimate containing Indicated Resources. Prairie’s planned production rate of 8Mtpa ROM 

will require two longwall units to operate at the same time in different sections of the mine. Production will average approximately 

6.34Mtpa of saleable clean coal. The 24-year life of mine is conservative, given that if additional Inferred tonnages from the 

391-seam resource were upgraded to M&I, it would boost the available tonnage significantly. The main production shaft will have a 

9.3Mtpa capacity, and the second shaft will be used for transporting men and materials.  

Figure 40  - Longwall Shearer (LHS), FS Mine Plan showing potential mine life extension into inferred resources (RHS) 

 

Source: Prairie 
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Processing – conventional techniques  

Jan Karski will include a fully-integrated coal handling and preparation plant (CHPP) which will be designed to produce a range of 

coal products from low ash semi-soft coking coal, sized household coal, industrial coal and a range of low ash and high ash coals for 

the power sector. The plant design uses off the shelf equipment widely employed in the US and Australia for the last 20 years, 

although not extensively used in Polish mines yet. 

Flexibility to produce multiple products  

The exceptionally high core yields (up to 97%) from the 391 seam, and a high average yield of 79% provides significant processing 

flexibility which will allow Prairie to quickly respond to the any change in market conditions and demand/pricing for certain coal 

products. This inbuilt flexibility will allow the CHPP to produce a very low ash (4%) high value coal, as well as producing a high ash 

(26%) product as typically used by Eastern European power plants. The effective plant yield over the life of the mine is 78.8%. 

9.3Mtpa ROM and up to 6.8Mtpa saleable washed coal 

The CHPP has been sized with a capacity of 9.3Mpta, more than sufficient to process the mine’s entire ROM production, and post-

washing, will produce c. 6.8Mpta of saleable coal.  

Coal will be hauled out of the primary shaft and transferred to the ROM pad. Coal will be sized at 30mm and the +30mm will 

processed and either sold directly as household or industrial coal or be crushed to and blended into other bulk products. The <30mm 

coal can be processed to produce high quality semi-soft coking coal, or some of the raw coal can bypass processing and be blended 

with the processed coal to produce the higher ash export thermal coal products  

Figure 41  - CHPP Process flowsheet 

 

Source: Prairie 
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Railing the ROM 

Prairie plans to rail the ROM coal from the production shaft to the CHPP for processing. Although the use of conveyors and other 

options including different CHPP locations at the minesite would be better from an engineering perspective, it has been decided that 

from an environmental impact perspective, the siting of the CHPP at an intermediate location would be preferable. Therefore, with 

the CHPP and associated stockpiles situated remotely, Prairie will transport the ROM coal by rail. The company is in the process of 

evaluating three different rail routings.  

 

Figure 42  - Jan Karski, ROM Transport Flow Diagram 

 

Source: PDZ 

 

Figure 43  - General site configuration (LHS) and Mine site shaft plan (RHS) 

 

Source: PDZ 
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Jan Karski: March 2015 PFS sets out the basis for a robust, long life project 

Primary Assumptions and Coal Prices 

In March 2015, Prairie released a PFS for Jan Karski. The PFS was managed by Golders with input from other consultants including 

Royal HaskoningDHV UK. We believe the PFS is high quality and demonstrates that Jan Karski has the potential to become a robust, 

high-margin coal producer. Prairie’s primary assumptions are set out in the following table.  

Prairie commissioned independent market analysis for Jan Karski’s coal to generate prices for each of the five coal products. The 

prices (bottom of table below) are reported on a FOR basis (Free-on-rail at the mine-gate). Based on the anticipated product mix, 

the average basket selling price averages $79.60/t FOR. The price assumptions have been linked to long-term price forecasts for 

standard international benchmarks obtained from CRU (e.g. NSW FOB Semi-soft coking coal benchmark and the API2 index), adjusted 

for coal quality, and finally for netbacks to account for freight differentials, including rail freight, sea freight and port handling charges. 

Figure 44  - Jan Karski PFS – primary assumptions 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

  

2024 2036

FOR Price (Real) FOR Price (Real)

Semi-soft Coking Coal 2.66Mtpa US$84.10/t US$92.00/t

API Specif ication Coal 1.44Mtpa US$55.60/t USD54.20/t

High Ash Fines Coal 1.14Mtpa US$75.10/t USD74.60/t

Industrial Coal 0.76Mtpa US$86.24/t USD85.79/t

Household Coal 0.34Mtpa US$105.00/t US$105.00/t

Fiscal

Assumed PLN: USD Exchange Rate (LoM) 04:01

Discount Rate 8% (real, unlevered)

Prices
Average Volume 

(Steady State)

Capex

Poland Corporate Tax Rate 19%

Average Sustaining Capital Cost (Steady State) US$3.43/t saleable coal

Average Total Cash Operating Cost (Steady State) US$24.96/t  saleable coal

Initial Capital Costs to Steady State Production $557.6m

Contingency (5% to 20%), EPCM and ow ners costs $74.1m

Capex

Average CHPP, Waste Management & Logistics  Costs (Steady State) US$2.92/t saleable coal

Average SG&A and Mine Closure Fund Costs (Steady State) US$2.45/t saleable coal

Royalty US$0.80 (PLN3.2)/t saleable coal

Processing Method Dense Media Plant

Average Steady State Saleable Coal Production (tonnes) 6.34Mtpa

Average Direct Mining Costs (Steady State) US$18.79/tsaleable coal

Opex

Capacity CHPP 1,150 raw  tonnes per hour

Utilisation CHPP 90%

Average Effective Project Yield Life of Mine - 78.8%, Steady State – 79.6%

Development Rate – Continuous Miner 150m/w eek

Development Rate – Road Headers 78m/w eek

Steady State Average ROM Coal Production 7.97Mtpa

Longw all Productivity Up to 4Mtpa

Longw all Retreat Rate (Thin Seam) 88.3m/w eek

Longw all Retreat Rate (Thick Seam) 74.6m/w eek

Average Seam Thickness 391 seam – 1.94m, 389 seam – 2.09m

Average Mining Height 391 seam – 2.11m, 389 seam – 2.30m

Production Days per Year 312

Maximum Accuracy Variation +/- 20%

Minimum LOM 24 years

Mining Method Underground Longw all

Mining / Processing
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Operating costs 

Opex estimates for the PFS were derived from first principals and were prepared by Golder Associates and RDHDV.  Total steady-

state operating costs, inclusive of royalties are $24.96/t. 

Figure 45  - PFS – Operating cost assumptions 

 

Source: Prairie PFS March 2016 

 

Capital costs 

The total pre-production capital cost is $557.6m, plus $74m of contingency and owner’s costs, which brings peak capex to $631m.  

Figure 46  - PFS – Capital cost assumptions 

 

Source: Prairie PFS March 2016 

 

Financial Outcomes 

The economic analysis in PFS produces a post-tax ungeared NPV (8%) of $1.39bn, and an IRR of 26.6%. 

Figure 47  PFS – Financial outcomes 

 

Source: Prairie PFS March 2016 

 

  

Average Annual Operating Costs 

(steady-state) US$/t

Labour Costs 4.52

Materials and Consumables 5.34

Power & Utilities 3.60

Leased Equipment and Contractors 5.32

Subtotal Direct Mining Costs 18.79

CHPP , Waste Management and Logistics 2.92

Sub-total Direct Production Costs 21.71

SG&A 2.25

Mine Closure Fund 0.21

Average Annual Operating Costs 24.16

Royalties 0.80

Average Annual Operating Costs 24.96

Capital Item US$m

Shaft Costs (Sinking & Furniture) 233.3

Underground Development Drivages 34.1

Underground Infrastructure & Ancillary Equipment (Belts, Ventilation, Electrics, Power Centres) 87.6

Capitalised Pre-Production Expenses (Labour, Power etc) 66.7

Other Underground Mine Development 188.4

CHPP & Waste Management 45.5

Mine Surface Facilities & Infrastructure (Buildings, Roads) 90.5

Total CHPP and Surface Facilities 135.9

Total Capital to steady-state production 557.6

Contingency (5% to 20%), EPCM and owners costs 74.1

Total Capex 631.7

NPV (8% real, ungeared) IRR

Pre-Tax US$1.77 billion 29.7%

Post-Tax US$1.39 billion 26.6%
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Debiensko – Phoenix from the Ashes, delivering the lowest cost HCC into Europe 

Location – in the steel-making heartland of Europe 

Debiensko is situated in Poland’s Upper Silesian Coal Basin, approximately 40 km from the city of Katowice and 40 km from the Czech 

Republic, in the south west of Poland. As at Jan Karski, the Debiensko concession is adjacent to existing operating mines. Only JSW 

and OKD (NWR subsidiary) are currently producing coal in the Silesian Basin, yet the basin largely represents Europe’s only major 

source of hard coking coal. Debiensko is bordered by the Knurow-Szczyglowice Mine in the north west and the Budryk Mine in the 

north east, both owned and operated by Jastrzębska Spółka Węglowa SA (“JSW”), Europe’s leading producer of hard coking coal. 

JSW is listed in the WIG20 index of the largest and most liquid companies on the Warsaw Stock Exchange. 

Figure 48  - Debiensko location (LHS), Debiensko mine site and railway siding (RHS) 

 

Source: Prairie  

 

History – a previously operating mine 

Debiensko has had a long mining history, first producing coal in 1898, and then operated by a variety of Polish mining companies 

until 2000, when mining operations ceased. Mining was terminated as a result of major government-led restructuring of the coal 

sector, prompted by low coal prices, low productivity and a rising industry debt-burden. In 2006, Debiensko was acquired by New 

World Resources (LSE/WSE/PSE: NWR), a listed, Central European hard coal producer with operations in Poland and the Czech 

Republic. NWR had a new development plan for Debiensko to access the higher value hard coking coal seams. 

Debiensko is fully permitted and classed as an operating mine… 

In 2008 the Polish MoE granted a 50-year mining licence for the project. All environmental permits are in place, the local zoning 

plans have been fully adapted to the project, and all local planning has been completed. A subsidence liability process is also in place, 

and full permitting for tailings and waste storage. This means that Prairie can fast-track the project, concentrating on technical, 

infrastructure and logistics elements, rather than expending considerable time and money on a lengthy permitting process.  

…but needs a minor amendment 

The original mining concession specified that mine production must recommence by 2018. This is clearly not realistic for Prairie (or 

would have been for NWR for that matter). Thus, Prairie submitted an amendment application in December 2016 which seeks to 

push back the commencement of mining from 2018 to 2025. This will also have the advantage of allowing the revised environmental 

consent to be incorporated, which introduced more favourable terms. We understand that the amendment is a process-driven, rubber 

stamp process. We see strong rationale for the MoE to the amend the concession and do not see this as a significant risk. 

Next Steps – in-fill, coking tests, marketing and then onto the DFS 

Once Prairie has received the amendment to the mining concession as described above, it will commence in-fill drilling (up to 6 

holes), comprehensive coking coal analysis and detailed marketing studies. This will support the next iteration of technical/economics 

studies which is likely to be a DFS to bankable standards to satisfy potential development financiers. Prairie estimates that the cost 

to move from the scoping study to DFS/BFS as approximately $10m, of which $2.5m will be for the in-fill drilling.  
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Prairie bought Debiensko “for a song” from the collapse of New World Resources 

Prairie acquired Debiensko in October 2016 through the purchase of 100% of the shares in Karbonia S.A, a wholly-owned subsidiary 

of NWR. The Karbonia sale process was initiated by NWR in May 2016 after the company filed for insolvency, with an external 

indebtedness of c. €600m.  

The transaction was implemented by Citibank, with a total consideration of only €2m: 

• An upfront cash consideration of €0.5m (~A$0.7m) paid upon signing of the share transfer agreement 

• Deferred cash consideration of €1.5m (~A$2.2m) payable upon certain project specific milestones being achieved, including 

approval of an amendment of the Debiensko mining concession to extend the start date of commencement of mining 

operations beyond 2018. 

But how did Prairie manage to get Debiensko so cheaply? 

As with the Lublin licence acquisition, the timing of the Debiensko acquisition was sublime. Prairie was able to acquire a fully-

permitted coal project with world-class potential for a token consideration. Prairie estimates €24m has been spent to date on the 

project by previous operators. How was this possible? 

• Coal prices were not far off the cyclical low when NWR’s disposal process started. In May, the Australian FOB benchmark 

coking coal was trading at $90-$100/t after bouncing off levels around $80/t. Prices underwent an unprecedented surge to 

$200/t at the time the Debiensko acquisition completed, on their way to a high of $300/t. The general outlook for met coal 

at the time the acquisition process started, remained bearish 

• Prairie already had the Lublin project, and with a bilingual Polish/UK team, were one of the only groups around that could 

perform the required due diligence. 

• In Poland (and Europe), it is not cheap to walk away from an asset and so it was better for NWR to sell and transfer any 

future liabilities. Prairie immediately spent A$2m fixing up Karbonia including settling unpaid salaries. 

• Bondholders were owed €500-600m. There were bigger fish to fry, i.e. the focus was on NWR’s operating Czech mines. 

 

Infrastructure 

Debiensko benefits from having substantial existing infrastructure available on site with access to road, rail, power, water and all 

ancillary services required on a mine site. This is a major factor in reducing the project’s capex and results in sector-leading capital 

intensity. Rail, power, water and road infrastructure requires only minor refurbishment and upgrades to support full scale mine 

production at Debiensko, with a total estimated cost of US$10m (of which $3.6m is rail, and $5.3m power). 

Figure 49  - Debiensko existing infrastructure (LHS) and 11kV power line into Debiensko (RHS) 

 

Source: Prairie  
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Power – connected to the grid with ample low-cost capacity for production at full pelt 

Debiensko is connected to an existing high voltage power grid, with a 6kV line (13MW capacity) connected to the site. Two additional 

110 kV (25 MW) incoming lines are available to feed into and connect to the planned new 110 kV / 6 kV sub-station. The existing 

and power supply and connection in place, are part of an agreement with Tauron Dystrybucja GZE S.A, the local grid operator, and 

provides for a maximum of 30MW power supply to the mine. Prairie has indicated that 30MW is sufficient for full-scale production at 

Debiensko. The cost of power is 6.8c/kWh, which is extremely low versus the average for Poland, the US and Australia where 

electricity posts are typically c.10c/kWh. For reference, German electricity costs vary from 20-30c/kWh. 

Figure 50  - Debiensko power and water services (LHS) and A1 highway exit to Debiensko mine site (RHS) 

 

Source: Prairie  

 

Road links to the major Poland motorway network 

Debiensko is situated adjacent to, and connected to a major network of roads which the mine site directly to A1 highway, Poland’s 

north-south motorway. The A1 runs from the port of Gdansk on the Baltic Sea through the Upper Silesian Industry Area to the Polish-

Czech border where it is connected with the Q1 Czech motorway. The excellent road infrastructure means that Prairie has immediate 

access for development activities and delivery of heavy equipment.                      

Full capacity rail – connected, but in need of a little TLC 

The former Debiensko mine was connected to the regional Polish rail network, and the rail infrastructure is largely still in place, with 

only minimal capex required to refurbish it, and not requiring any significant upgrade. Furthermore, the planned location of Prairie’s 

new CHPP is directly connected to the existing rail track and siding network. Analysis by the company indicates that the existing rail 

infrastructure and network are adequate to provide full operational capacity for Debiensko.  

A study by the Silesian Technical University confirms that 4Mtpa rail capacity is available on routes to European steel mills. This is 

more than sufficient given that steady-state saleable coal production of 2.6Mtpa. Over 95% of track in Poland is standard gauge 

(1,435mm), the most common gauge used throughout Europe, including Prairie’s target markets in Germany, Austria and the Czech 

Republic. As with the Lublin area, freight charges are determined by competitive open tender between independent rail freight 

operators. Prairie estimates that charges are typically ~USc2.0-2.5 / km for distance >100 km and ~USc5.0-6.0 for < 100 km. 

Water – manageable inflow and connected to the mains 

Potable water is available from an existing mains supply. The mains can supply 400m3/day, which Prairie believes will be more than 

sufficient for Debiensko’s anticipated usage of 350m3/day. In terms of mine water, the extensive history of mining in the area means 

that the hydrogeological conditions are well understood. Prairie expects that water inflow into the former Debiensko mine will continue 

to be pumped out by Central Mine Drainage Department. The total inflow into the drainage system of the proposed Debiensko mine 

is estimated to be approximately 90 m³/hour, but allowance has been made for increased inflow of up to 150 m³/hour. The planned 

Debiensko mine and processing plant will be designed for zero discharge; consequently, Debiensko will have no impact on surface 

water flows and surface water qualities. Water for mine and process use will be sourced from the mains supply, supplemented with 

recycled process water and groundwater. 
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Marketing – delivering hard coking coal to the European steel makers 

Prairie intends to take advantage of the extensive rail network to transport a premium hard coking coal product to regional steel 

mills and coking plants. CRU has identified coking coal demand of 15Mtpa at nearby coking plants in Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia 

and Austria. Europe is heavily reliant on imports to satisfy demand for hard coking coal. The origin breakdown of the 40Mt 

HCC imported into Europe is as follows; Australia (49%), US (29%), Canada (8%), Russia (5%), Others (9%). 

A recent study by the European Commission established that coking coal is a critical raw material for Europe with its economic 

importance to the continent only surpassed by tungsten and vanadium.  

New World Resources, when it was operating, supplied coking coal to a customer base in the region, including ThyssenKrupp, 

ArcelorMittal, U.S. Steel, Voestalpine, Dalkia, ČEZ, Verbund, Moravia Steel, amongst others.  

 

Figure 51  - Debiensko proximity to coking coal plants 

 

Source: Prairie  
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Queensland coal to European steel mills? 2 months and $37/t. Debiensko can do in in 24hrs at $5/t 

Prairie’s map below illustrates the location advantage of Debiensko. Europe imported c.40Mt of hard coking coal in 2016, of which 

50% came from Australia. The shipping time from a Queensland port to Poland in a Panamax is around 2 months, at a cost of $37/t. 

In contrast Prairie estimates that coal from Debiensko can be delivered to the same European steel works in under 24hrs, a cost of 

$5/t, 86% cheaper than Australian import coking coal. 

Figure 52  - Estimated Time and Costs to Deliver Imported Hard Coking Coal to the Zdzieszowice Coke Plant in Poland 

 

Source: Prairie  

 

Debiensko’s netback Pricing advantage – a win-win for Prairie and its potential customers 

A CRU study commissioned by Prairie demonstrates that Debiensko enjoys a considerable advantage over coal imported to Poland. 

Using coal imported to the Polish Zdzieszowice (ArcelorMittal) coke plant as a comparison basis, Debiensko is on average $27.50/t 

cheaper than the average from multiple ports of origin, with notably a $33/t advantage over imports from Queensland, recalling that 

50% of imports come from Australia. Clearly, removing sea-freight and related costs is significant, but it’s also interesting that around 

a third of the import cost is internally railing from port in Poland to the coke plant, some 600km away. 

Typically, the cost advantage is split between the coal producer and steelmaker, with the result that producers gain a so-called 

“netback premium” over the comparable benchmark coal price, and the consumer ends up paying less for its coal. Based on CRU 

analysis, this would represent a c. $15/t premium to Prairie, and a $15/t discount to steelmakers. Apparently, Prairie believes there 

is scope to increase the netback premium, based on discussions with potential off-takers. 

Figure 53  - Select steel mills close to Debiensko 

 

Source: Prairie  

 

  

Select Steel Mills and Coking Plants Connected to Rail Network

Owner Coking Country Coke making Coking Rail distance

Plant Capacity coal from  

requirement Debiensko

Mtpa Mtpa km

Carbo Koks Bytom Poland 0.24 0.34 50

Arcelor Mittal Ostrava Czech 1.53 2.14 60

Arcelor Mittal Zdzieszowice Poland 4.00 5.60 70

Zarmen Group Czestochowa Poland 0.65 0.91 90

Arcelor Mittal Krakow Poland 0.70 0.98 125

US Steel Kosice Slovakia 2.05 2.87 400

Voestalpine Linz Austria 1.45 2.03 500
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Figure 54  - Debiensko’s netback advantage - cost breakdown for delivery of HCC to Poland vs global competitors 

 

Source: Prairie  
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Maiden Resource surpassed initial exploration target 

In February 2017, Prairie released a maiden JORC-compliant hard coking coal resource estimate for Debiensko. The total resource 

amounts to 301Mt, of which 93Mt or 31% lies in the indicated category. The resource has been incorporated into the scoping study 

and will form the basis of further studies. It is worth noting that the maiden resource of 301Mt was considerably larger than Prairie’s 

initial exploration target range of 210Mt to 260Mt. The mine plan in the scoping study is based on 26 years of saleable production, 

of which 64% is mined from indicated resources, and the first 14 years of production exclusively from indicated resources.           

The resource estimate is based on 7 of the thicker, more consistent hard coking coal seams within the Debiensko licence area, which 

hosts 24 seams overall. The resource was based on 25 historic holes drilled on the licence area, with the spacing of drill holes in the 

order of 1.2km to 2.7km. The resource has been modelled on a gross tonnage basis, including dirt partings within the seam. 

Figure 55  - Debiensko maiden JORC-compliant resource  

 

Source: Prairie  

 

Debiensko will produce a premium quality hard coking coal 

All seams within the resource have been proven to be capable of producing a high-quality coking coal.  This is based on historical 

data, neighbouring operations and a suite of modern coking tests on selected seams by the previous owner. As development 

progresses we would expect the company to undertake further detailed testwork and washability analysis. We would expect this to 

include the full suite of coking tests such as the Roga Index, Gray-King coke test and Gieseler plastometer amongst others. We 

believe this will be key in refining inputs into the next iteration of project parameters for the DFS. Two premium hard coking coal 

specifications have been identified at Debiensko, namely Medium volatile matter hard coking coal (Mid-vol HCC) and Low 

volatile matter hard coking coal (Low-vol HCC).  

Debiensko’s coal stacks up well to well-known coking coals as demonstrated by the Rv Max – i.e. the mean maximum reflectance of 

vitrinite and an indicator of rank, combined with the % of vitrinite, the maceral group responsible for the coking properties in coals. 

Figure 56  - Debiensko’s coal is compares well to known premium coking coals 

 

Source: Prairie  

 

Seam Indicated (Mt) Inferred (Mt) Total Coal Resource In-Situ (Mt)

401/1 20 22 42

402/1 - 53 53

403/1 - 34 34

403/2 - 39 39

404/1 - 30 30

404/9 35 20 55

405 38 10 48

Total 93 208 301
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Med volatile hard coking coal may achieve a premium over benchmarks 

Work so far suggests that the Mid-Vol HCC at Debiensko lies at a depth of between 850m-1,000m at a depth similar to the 

neighbouring JSW operations. The Mid-Vol coal at Debiensko appears to be particularly good quality, and compares well to the 

Australian Goonyella coal, a well-known coking brand. Prairie’s Mid-Vol coal is low in sulphur, phosphorus and ash and displays good 

coking properties in terms of FSI, CSR and fluidity. The company believes that this coal may attract premium pricing in the European 

and international markets. 

Figure 57  - Debiensko Medium Volatile Matter Hard Coking Coal Comparison to International Benchmarks 

 

Source: Prairie  

 

Low volatile hard coking coal  

The Low-Vol HCC at Debiensko lies slightly deeper than the Mid-Vol at between 1,000m-1,300m. The coal appears to be broadly 

similar to well-known Low-vol coals such as BHP’s Peak Downs and Rio’s Hail Creek. There is no CSR data yet although Prairie expects 

this to be slightly lower than Australian coals. Nevertheless, the Debiensko coal is low in sulphur and indications are that it will be in 

line with coal produced at the nearby Jas-Mos mine in Poland, which sees healthy demand. 

 

Figure 58  - Debiensko Low Volatile Matter Hard Coking Coal Comparison to International Benchmarks 

 

Source: Prairie  

  

Quality Debiensko Goonyella Oaky Creek Elkview Tuhup Pittston Borynia-JSW Pniowek-JSW

(Poland) (Australia) (Australia) (Canada) (Indonesia) (USA) (Poland) (Poland)

Ash (%) 3.2 8.9 9.5 9.5 7 8 8.5 8.5

Volatile Matter (%) 25 23.8 24.5 23.5 26.5 26 24.8 27

Sulphur (%) 0.56 0.56 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.85 0.65 0.6

Phosphorous (P) in Coal (%) 0.025 0.025 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.019 0.059 0.05

Free Swelling Index (FSI) 8½ 8 8½ 7½ 9 8 7½ 8½

CSR (%) 63 66 67 70 60 - - -

Fluidity (ddpm) 1200 1100 5000 150 450 - up to 2300 up to 3000

C daf (%) 86 88.4 86.8 81.2 - 88 - -

Rv Max 1.23 1.17 1.1 1.22 1.18 1.1 1.2 1.1

Vitrinite (%) 78 58 75 55 96 76 - -

Quality Debiensko Peak Downs German Creek Hail Creek Blue Creek - No.7 Buchanan Neryungri Jas-Mos

(Poland) Australia Australia Australia USA USA Russia Poland

Ash (%) 9.5 10 9.5 8.9 9 5.3 10 7.8

Volatile Matter (%) 20.5 20.5 19 20.5 19.9 18.7 19.3 21.4

Sulphur (%) 0.3 0.6 0.54 0.4 0.71 0.73 0.21 0.56

Free Swelling Index 7½ 8½ 8½ 7 8½ 8½ 8 7½

Fluidity (ddpm) 128 275 400 300l 1113 100 18 200

C daf (%) 80 89.1 88.6 88.2 91 - 80.8 -

Rv Max 1.5 1.4 1.45 1.26 1.48 1.63 1.5 1.4

Vitrinite (%) 59 68 73 54 70 76 81 -
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Mining – head start from existing underground infrastructure 

The March 2017 Scoping study indicates that Debiensko will be mined by two underground methods; room and pillar, and longwall 

mining. Longwall will be the primary method, given its extensive application in nearby mines and its much higher productivity. Mining 

will target four seams; the 401/1, 403/1, 404/9 and 405, with thicknesses varying from 1.2m-4m and dips of between 2° and 15°. 

The resource is naturally separated into relatively large areas by several major faults that run through the mine area. Roadway 

developments will be undertaken by roadheaders, with production via longwall units. 

Shaft access – one new shaft, one existing shaft 

Access will be via two shafts;  

• Shaft I (7.5m diameter, 944m depth).  An existing 460m shaft that requires rehabilitation and extension to 944m. It will 

be the main production shaft and have a hoisting capacity of 5Mtpa 

• Shaft VIII (9m diameter, 1,310m depth) will be a new shaft for hoisting men and materials (up to 30t loads) 

 

Figure 59  - Mining layouts for the four target seams, note the length of longwall panels, and the skin-to-skin layout = no pillars! 

 

Source: Prairie  
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Mine Plan based only on the bare-bones at present – lots of upside 

The Debiensko mine plan predicated on the seams outlined previously, outputs 102Mt of ROM coal over a 26 year LOM, and 68Mt of 

saleable coal. This equates to steady-state production of 4Mtpa ROM and 2.69Mtpa saleable coal, based on two longwall units 

operating simultaneously. Given the large size of the current resource, and the fact that only 4 of the 7 seams that comprise the 

resource are targeted, we believe there is considerable scope to extend the mine life. This could be via targeting residual parts of 

the target seams, or entirely new seams. We also note that shaft I has residual capacity as LOM average ROM production is 4Mtpa 

vs the 5Mtpa shaft capacity, which could potentially accommodate an increase in production rate, although this would of course 

require additional longwall units. 

Mining is based on proven technology, with longwall faces c.250m wide, with average panel widths of 1,600m, which will feed 

through to high productivity, given the longwall panel lengths (longwall switch out required less often). High seam long walls will 

extract at heights of between 2-3m, and low seam longwalls at heights of 1.2m-2.5m. 

Prairie have a good idea of what to expect at Debiensko 

Debiensko borders the JSW’s Knurow-Szczyglowice Mine to the north and west, Budryk Mine to the North-East and the Kompania 

Weglowa’s Boleslaw Śmiały Mine to the East. Thus, Prairie have a good sense-check on the scoping study numbers. Budryk for 

example, operates at a similar depth (+1,000,m) and consistently produces around 4.5Mtpa ROM. 

As at Jan Karski, Prairie will be introducing best international mining practice, and modern equipment and techniques. Even the 

adjacent mines which are based on old mine design planning and technology produce at a relatively low cash cost, e.g. JSW’s unit 

opex is c. $65-75/t.   Prairie will benefit from a much smaller mining foot print – some of the existing mines in Poland have hundreds 

of kilometres of workings and in some cases, it can take 2.5hrs for workers to reach the working face.  

Figure 60  - Cross section through Debiensko and adjacent mines 

 

Source: Prairie  
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ROM Transport – no rail required, CHPP on mine site 

In contrast to Jan Karski, ROM will not need to be transported by rail as the CHPP will be located on site. The CHPP will be a standard 

dense media separation wash plant with a 750t/hr capacity, and using cyclones and flotation.  

The CHPP will produce three products: 

• Med and Low-Vol HCC from metallurgical smalls, representing 95% of total output 

• A thermal coal (5,200kcal/kg) from the middlings, representing 5% of total output 

This equates to approximately 2.56Mtpa of HCC and 135ktpa of thermal coal. Essentially, Debiensko is a pure HCC operation. 

 

Figure 61  - ROM Transport flow diagram 

 

Wash plant and process flowsheet 

 

Source: Prairie  
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Debiensko: March 2017 Scoping Study 

Primary Assumptions and Coal Prices 

In March 2017, Prairie released a scoping study for Debiensko. The study was managed by Royal HaskoningDHV, with input from a 

range of other consultants including CRU and Dargo Associates. The scoping study uses a long-term benchmark hard coking coal 

price of $142/t FOB Australia as supplied by CRU. This is further adjusted to add $15/t of netback pricing advantage to derive a price 

of $157/t. We note that the accuracy variation of the scoping study is +/- 25-30%, which is typical for a study of this stage, but it 

does mean that the key parameters of the project could change materially.  

The scoping study assumes the start of construction in 2019, with the commencement of production ramp up in 2023. 

 

Figure 62  - Debiensko Scoping Study – primary assumptions 

 

Source: Prairie Scoping Study March 2017 

 

  

Maximum Accuracy Variation ±25-30%

Mining   

Minimum LOM 26 years

Mining Method Underground/Longwall

Average Seam Thickness:

401/1 1.50m

403/1 1.48m

404/9 2.60m

405 3.16m

Average Mining Height:

401/1 1.80m

403/1 1.80m

404/9 3.00m

405 3.70m

Production days per year 300

Longwall Production rate 4.3Mtpa

Longwall Retreat Rate 6-8m/day

Development Rate – Coal 12m/day

Development Rate – Rock 5m/day

Steady State Average ROM Coal Production 4 Mtpa

Processing  and production

Capacity CHPP 750t/h

Utilisation CHPP 90%

Yield (average at Steady State) 67.9%

Processing Method Dense Media

Average Steady State Saleable Coal Production (tonnes) 2.69 Mtpa (2.56 Mtpa Hard Coking Coal, 0.135 Mtpa Middlings

Operating costs

Average Direct Mining Costs (at Steady State) US$37.09 per tonne saleable coal

Average CHPP, Logisitics & Waste Cost (at Steady State) US$4.64 per tonne saleable coal

Mine Closure Fund (at Steady State) US$4.44 per tonne saleable coal

Royalty US$0.70 (PLN2.8) per tonne saleable coal

Total Average Operating Cost (at Steady State) US$46.86 per tonne saleable coal

Capital costs

Total Direct Initial Capital Costs to first production US$424.7m

Contingency (approximately 15%), EPCM and owners costs (to First Production) US$79.4m

Average Sustaining Capital Cost (Steady State) US$$6.96 per tonne saleable coal

Corporarate Tax Rate 19%

Discount Rate 8%

Prices

Hard coking coal LT FOB US $142/t, FOR inc Netback $157/t

Thermal coal FOR inc Netback $45/t
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Operating costs 

Average steady-state operating costs are estimated at $47/t FOR and including royalties, for Debiensko’s hard coking coal based on 

average production of 2.6Mtpa.  

Figure 63  - Scoping Study – Operating cost assumptions 

 

Source: Prairie Scoping Study March 2017 

 

Capital costs 

The total pre-production capital cost is $424.5m, plus $79.5m of contingency, EPCM and owner’s costs, which brings peak capex to 

$504m. This compares to NWR’s existing development plan, where capex for Debiensko was slated at €860m ($913m), and the 

project was projected to have an 8.5yr build window from first capex. Capex to steady-state production is c. $540m. 

Figure 64  - Scoping Study – Capital cost assumptions 

 

Prairie Scoping Study March 2017 

 

Financial Outcomes 

The economic analysis in Scoping Study produces a post-tax ungeared NPV (8%) of $1.16bn, and an IRR of 24%. Annual average 

EBITDA is forecast at $282m at steady-state production.  

Figure 65  Scoping Study – Financial outcomes 

 

Prairie Scoping Study March 2017 

 

 

Average Annual Operating Costs 

(steady-state) US$/t

Labour costs 16.24

Materials and consumables 8.00

Power 4.13

Leased equipment and contractors 6.70

Shaft 1.83

Water 0.19

Subtotal, direct mining costs 37.09

CHPP and logistics 4.64

Subtotal, production  costs 41.72

SG&A 4.11

Mine closure fund 0.33

Average operating costs 46.16

Royalty 0.70

Average Total Cash Cost 46.86

Capital item US$m

Shaft Costs (Sinking, Furniture, Pit Bottom and Bunkers) 208.5

CHPP & Waste Management 34.5

Mine Surface Facilities & Infrastructure (Buildings, Roads, Railway, Bulk Power and Materials Handling) 68.0

Underground Infrastructure (Belts, Ventilation, Electrics) 62.0

Capitalised Pre-Production Expenses (Labour, Power, Contractors etc.) 51.5

Subtotal 424.5
Contingency (15%), EPCM and owners costs 79.5

Total capex 504.0

NPV (8% real, ungeared) IRR

Pre-Tax US$1.5 billion 27.2%

Post-Tax US$1.16 billion 24.0%
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European market is import dependent – Coal is very much still “in play” 

85% of HCC and 71% of SSC is imported into Europe 

Europe relies heavily on imported coking coal, sourced primarily from Australia, the US and Canada, and Russia, largely for use in 

the steelmaking industry. The European Commission concluded that coking coal is a critical raw material for the EU, only surpassed 

by tungsten, based on economic importance and supply risk. Europe consumes c.300Mt of hard coal (inc thermal) per annum.  

HCC - According to analysis by Prairie and CRU, Europe consumed over 75Mt of coking coal in 2016, of which 47Mt (63% of total 

coking demand) was hard coking coal and of that, 40Mt or 85% of HCC was imported. HCC is the same type of coal that will be 

produced at Debiensko.  

SSCC - Europe also consumed 14Mt (19% of total coking demand) of semi-soft coking coal of which 10Mt (71%) was imported. Jan 

Karski will produce semi-soft coking coal. 

Figure 66  - Coking/thermal coal prices (LHS), European consumption and import demand for coking coal

 

Source: Blomberg, Prairie 

 

Prairie’s assets are situated in Europe’s steelmaking heartland – a region in deficit 

Debiensko is particularly well located as Prairie estimates that the project is located within 250km of about 50% of all Central 

Europe’s coke plants, to which the project will be easily connected via road and rail. The company also notes that “the only current 

producers of metallurgical coal in Europe are Poland (13.0Mt), Czech Republic (4.3Mt), Germany (1.7Mt) and Turkey (0.5Mt)”. Jan 

Karski is well located to supply into Europe’s 15Mt consumption of semi-soft coking coal with Germany, France and the UK being 

target markets. The mine is also well positioned to supply a premium thermal coal product to Germany, Czech Republic, Austria and 

Slovakia, and a lower calorific coal to eastern European power plants. 

We see European consumption as relatively stable, but we anticipate considerable supply risk for coking coal 

According to the EIA, total OECD coal consumption remains essentially flat out to 2040, and coal imports decrease by about 10%. 

However, this largely reflects the anticipated change in the region’s fuel mix, with less reliance on coal-fired electricity generation. 

This in part, is due to EU directives aiming to reduce sulphur and nitrogen oxide emissions, which will trigger the retirement of older 

coal-fired power plants. However, the EAI sees this balanced out by new coal-fired additions in Germany, Turkey, Poland, the 

Netherlands. Germany is particularly interesting as it is Europe’s largest consumer of coal (coking and thermal), and will be building 

out coal-fired capacity to fill the void left by nuclear phase-out, yet domestic production will largely be phased out by 2018.  

In any case, this is all a storm in a teacup for thermal coal, but key for Prairie is that the demand for coking coal in Europe still looks 

robust. European coking production has been on the decline for decades, and trade flows are likely to remain strong with no other. 

Germany is the largest importer of coking coal, and is critically reliant on imports, with only a very low level of domestic production. 

The Czech Republic does have a domestic supply of coking coal, but since the liquidation of New World Resources, the level of 

continued domestic supply looks uncertain. 

Even NWR recognised this, and planned a strategy of supplementing their own locally produced coking coal with imported seaborne 

coal to take advantage of the trade flow. JSW’s 2016 optimisation plan is to “attain stable business continuity by focusing the future 

on coking coal production and reducing steam coal production” and the Polish company plans to increase coking to represent 85% 

of its mix by 2019. Also, key for Prairie is the closure of Polish mines which removes c.10Mtpa of coking and thermal coal from 

domestic supply – we cover this on the next two pages. 
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Polish Coal – Prairie positioned to fill the vacuum 

Coal is mined in Poland in two main regions; Lublin and Upper Silesia. The Polish hard coal industry has been in decline for decades, 

and in particular since the early 2000s when steady-state production averaged 100Mtpa. 2016 production was 72.2Mt, a 28% 

decrease in the last 15 years. PDZ estimates that the coal mining industry in Poland generated a loss of PLN 4.5bn ($1.2bn) in 2015.  

The industry is contracting rapidly, with mining employment falling from 92k people in 2015 to 85k people in 2016, based on analysis 

by PDZ. 

The key issues for the Polish coal industry have been: 

• Low productivity and efficiency due to old technology and labour structure, compared to global operations. E.g. average 

productivity of Polish Mines is 648t of coal per annum according to the Warsaw Institute for Economic Studies. This compares 

to Australia where productivity averages 7,000tpa per man, and even the poorest performing North American mines achieve 

2,000tpa. In contrast, Prairie will be aiming for 3,500-3,750tpa at Jan Karski. 

• High unit labour costs.  The largest State-owned mines are cumbersome and labour costs amount to up to 50% of total 

opex. In contrast, this figure is reported to be closer to 20% for privately owned operations such as Bogdanka. 

• Complexity. The depth of polish underground mines, and the increasing geological complexity (e.g. Faulting) and difficulty 

in mining conditions upon moving in a southwards direction in the Upper Silesian coal basin. The caveat we raise here is 

that coal quality of the seams typically increases with depth, but this is often not enough to off-set the issues caused by 

faulting. For instance, OKD are only able to operate with 400m longwall panels compared to >1km panels in the northern 

part of the basin which hosts Debiensko. 

• Prices. Increased volatility and sustained lower coal prices. 

• Debt. Growing industry indebtedness. At the end of 2015 the industry still had debts worth PLN 13.9bn ($3.75bn) according 

to Poland’s Industrial Development Agency (ARP). 

 

Figure 67  - Polish hard coal production in decline 

 

 

Source: Prairie 
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Polish Government’s restructuring of the coal industry will remove 10Mtpa of supply by 2020 

According to Prairie’s analysis, the Polish coal market will lack 4Mt of coking and 6Mt of thermal coal by 2020. This is a result of 

restructuring of the Polish coal industry by the government which has committed to the closure of six currently operating mines. 

Restructuring is not a new experience in the Polish coal sector as the first phase commenced in the early 1990s post-independence. 

However, In September 2016, Poland decided to close uncompetitive hard coal mining units and notified the European Commission 

of its plans to provide up to $2bn in State aid to ensure their orderly closure. The key point is that the directive specified that if an 

operation accepted State aid then it would be required to close by the end of 2018. 

Figure 68  - Currently operating Polish mines to be closed by 31st December 2018 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

Coal industry restructuring plays into Prairie’s hands 

Although the government restructuring will result in the closure of numerous coal mines, we believe the overarching Polish 

government coal mining strategy should ultimately play into Prairie’s hands. A focus on recapitalising the industry, managing debt 

and employment will ultimately give way to the next phase of the strategy to preserve a sustainable coal industry. The need to 

ensure national energy security, plus maintain Poland’s competitiveness domestically and internationally remains. Plus, as with the 

rest of the mining industry globally, there is increasing focus on using modern mining techniques and practices to improve safety 

and environmental responsibility, and this also helps maintain competitiveness on the world stage.  

Prairie will be the first to develop the new generation of coal mines in Poland, with a high level of mechanisation and using modern 

techniques which will be environmentally and socially responsible, cost competitive, and will partially fill the vacuum left by the recent 

industry restructuring. We believe this will be in stark contrast to the low efficiency of the current state-owned operations. 

Figure 69  - Polish coal landscape post-2018 

 

Source: Prairie 

 

 

 

Mine Owner Est. Production  (Mtpa) Primary coal type No. of Employees

JAS-MOS JSW 2.4 Coking 1,600

Krupinski JSW 2.1 Thermal and semi-soft coking 2,200

Wujek - Slask Mine KHW 1.0 Thermal  1,700

ROW-Rydltowy PGG 2.0 Thermal and semi-soft coking 3,000

Ruda- Pokoj PGG 0.7 Thermal  1,500

Sosnica PGG 1.8 Thermal  2,100

Total Project Deficit 10.0 Total employees affected 12,100

Company No. of mines Primary coal type Est. Production  (Mtpa) No. of Employees

JSW 6 HCC/Semi-soft/Thermal 15.0 20,000

KHW 4 Thermal 11.0 15,000

PGG 8 Thermal 21.5 40,000

Bogdanka 1 Thermal 10.5 5,500

Tauron 3 Thermal  6.0 7,000

Węglokoks 1 Thermal  2.5 3,000

66.5 90,500
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Copyright and Risk Warnings 

Prairie Mining Limited.  (“Prairie” or the “Company”) is a corporate client of Tamesis Partners LLP. 

Prairie is a corporate client of Tamesis Partners LLP (“Tamesis”). Tamesis may receive compensation for providing investment banking and other 
services to the Company including the publication and dissemination of marketing material from time to time.  

This document, being paid for by a corporate issuer, is a Minor Non-monetary Benefit as set out in Article 12 (3) of the Commission Delegated Act 
(C2016) 2031. It is produced solely in support of our corporate broking and corporate finance business.  

Tamesis Partners does not offer a secondary execution service (in the UK). 

This note is a marketing communication and NOT independent research. As such, it has not been prepared in accordance with legal 
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and this note is NOT subject to the prohibition on 
dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 

Not an offer to buy or sell 

Under no circumstances is this note to be construed to be an offer to buy or sell or deal in any security and/or derivative instruments. It is not an 
initiation or an inducement to engage in investment activity under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. 

Note prepared in good faith and in reliance on publicly available information 

Comments made in this note have been arrived at in good faith and are based, at least in part, on current public information that Tamesis considers 
reliable, but which it does not represent to be accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, forecasts and 
estimates contained in this document are current as of the date of this document and are subject to change without prior notification. No 
representation or warranty either actual or implied is made as to the accuracy, precision, completeness or correctness of the statements, opinions 
and judgements contained in this document. 

Tamesis’ and related interests 

The persons who produced this note may be partners, employees and/or associates of Tamesis. Tamesis and/or its employees and/or partners and 
associates may or may not hold shares, warrants, options, other derivative instruments or other financial interests in Prairie and reserve the right to 
acquire, hold or dispose of such positions in the future and without prior notification to Prairie, or any other person. 

Information purposes only 

This document is intended to be for background information purposes only and should be treated as such. This note is furnished on the basis and 

understanding that Tamesis is under no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect thereof, to Prairie, or any other person. 

Investment Risk Warning 

The value of any potential investment made in relation to companies mentioned in this document may rise or fall and sums realised may be less than 

those originally invested. Any reference to past performance should not be construed as being a guide to future performance. 

Investment in small companies, and especially mineral exploration companies, carries a high degree of risk and investment in the companies or 
minerals mentioned in this document may be affected by related currency variations. Changes in the pricing of related currencies and or commodities 
mentioned in this document may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of the investment. 

Distribution 

This note is not for public distribution, nor for distribution to, or to be used by, or to be relied upon by any person other than the Company. Without 
limiting the foregoing, this note may not be distributed to any persons (or groups of persons), to whom such distribution would contravene the UK 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 or would constitute a contravention of the corresponding statute or statutory instrument in any other 

jurisdiction. 

Disclaimer 

This note has been forwarded to you solely for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell, 
buy or subscribe to any securities or any derivative instrument or any other rights pertaining thereto (“financial instruments”). This note is intended 

for use by professional and business investors only. This note may not be reproduced without the prior written consent of Tamesis. 

The information and opinions expressed in this note have been compiled from sources believed to be reliable but, neither Tamesis, nor any of its 
partners, officers, or employees accept liability from any loss arising from the use hereof or makes any representations as to its accuracy and 
completeness. Any opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a judgement as at the date of this note. There can be no assurance that future 
results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee 
of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future performance. This information is subject to 
change without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning 

the company and its subsidiaries. Tamesis is not agreeing to nor is it required to update the opinions, forecasts or estimates contained herein.  

The value of any securities or financial instruments mentioned in this note can fall as well as rise. Foreign currency denominated securities and 
financial instruments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value, price or income of such 
securities or financial instruments. Certain transactions, including those involving futures, options and other derivative instruments, can give rise to 
substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. This note does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation and the 
particular needs of any specific person who may receive this note. 

Tamesis (or its partners, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, own or have a position in the securities or financial instruments 
(including derivative instruments or any other rights pertaining thereto) of any company or related company referred to herein, and may add to or 
dispose of any such position or may make a market or act as principle in any transaction in such securities or financial instruments. Partners of 
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Tamesis may also be directors of any of the companies mentioned in this note. Tamesis may, from time to time, provide or solicit investment banking 
or other financial services to, for or from any company referred to herein. Tamesis (or its partners, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted 
by law, act upon or use the information or opinions presented herein, or research or analysis on which they are based prior to the material being 

published. 

Further Disclosures for the United Kingdom 

This note has been issued by Tamesis Partners LLP, is an Appointed Representative of Arlington Group Asset Management Limited a firm authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This note is not for distribution to private customers. 

This note is not intended for use by, or distribution to, US corporations that do not meet the definition of a major US institutional investor in the 
United States or for use by any citizen or resident of the United States. 

This publication is confidential for the information of the addressee only and may not be reproduced in whole or in part, copies circulated, or disclosed 
to another party, without the prior written consent of Tamesis. Securities referred to in this note may not be eligible for sale in those jurisdictions 
where Tamesis is not authorised or permitted by local law to do so. In particular, Tamesis does not permit the distribution or redistribution of this 
note to non-professional investors or other persons to whom disclosure would contravene local securities laws. Tamesis expressly disclaims and will 
not be held responsible in any way, for third parties who affect such redistribution. © 2017 

 


